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Abstract

Setting up a large Hypermedia Web site requires exactly planned actions. Several
considerations concerning the presentation of data in the virtual world have to be taken into
account. This paper sums up the first steps of the project MUCH “Museum Unseres Computer
Hinterhofes”, which will be finished in spring 2001. Important development stages of MUCH,
general preparations necessary for a successful internet presentation (e.g. data-sampling, data-
pre-processing, hard- and software requirements), the concept of MUCH and the
implementation of software for the laboratory version (e.g., local database, automation and
uploading tools) are discussed. MUCH runs on latest versions of Hyperwave Information
Server. Data is stored in an internal, hypermedia database. The data sampling and processing
is realized offline by means of a conventional, relational database. Conversion and uploading
tools are provided. Besides preparations are made for an offline DVD version. Part of the
information on the Hyperwave Server is available in the emerging eXtensible Meta Language
(XML) format. Browsers render the data of XML files by means of eXtensible Stylesheet
Language (XSL) Stylesheets.
By creating a digital museum for the IICM we achieve different aims. E.g. we attain
preservation of knowledge about former lecturers, members and guests of the institute. This is
beneficial for keeping in contact with these people and for further co-operations. Additionally
we work up information about lectures and projects done. This again helps to find out which
problems are already solved and to know which members of staff have special knowledge,
experiences and skills useful, when working on current or future projects. Last, but not least,
potential customers and partners get an informative overview of activities that demonstrate
the abilities and competence of the IICM staff.
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Kurzfassung
Es bedarf wohlüberlegter Planung um einen großen Hypermedia Web Server aufzusetzen.
Verschiedenste Aspekte bezüglich der Datenpräsentation im Internet müssen beachtet werden.
Dieser Bericht fasst die ersten nötigen Schritte im Projekt MUCH (“Museum Unseres
Computer Hinterhofes”), das bis Frühjahr 2001 fertiggestellt wird, zusammen. Es werden
allgemein wichtige Entwicklungsschritte, die für eine erfolgreiche Internetpräsentation nötig
sind (z.B.: Datenakquisition, Datenvorverarbeitung, Hard- und Software- Anforderungen),
das Konzept von MUCH und die Implementation einer Laborversion (z.B.: lokale
Datenbank, Automatisierungs- und Upload-Tools) diskutiert. MUCH läuft auf einem
Hyperwave Information Server neuester Generation. Die Daten werden dabei in einer internen
hypermedialen Datenbank gespeichert. Das Sammeln und Aufbereiten der Daten wird durch
eine dafür implementierte relationale Datenbank unterstützt. Vorbereitungen für eine offline
DVD werden durchgeführt. Ein Teil der Informationen ist am Hyperwave Server im
eXtensible Meta Language (XML) Format vorhanden. Diese Daten werden dann von
Browsern entsprechend den eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) Layout-Angaben
angezeigt.
Wir verfolgen mehrere Ziele bei dem Entwurf und Implementierung des digitalen Museums
für das IICM. Zum Beispiel streben wir den Erhalt der Informationen über ehemalige
Mitarbeiter, Vertragende, Gäste und Gastvortragende an. Diese Information ist nutzbringend
für Kontakte und Kooperationen zu Firmen und Instituten. Weiters werden Informationen
über Vorlesungen und am Institut durchgeführte Projekte aufbereitet. Dieses Wissen über die
Fähigkeiten der Mitarbeiter ist wertvoll für weitere Aufgaben und Projekte. Ebenso wertvoll
ist die Tatsache, daß sich potentielle Partner und Kunden einen informativen Überblick über
die Aktivitäten und Fähigkeiten des IICM verschaffen können.
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1 Introduction

The Net is the computer!
 - Oracle founder Ellison

This diploma thesis covers the first steps in the greater project of MUCH. The abbreviation
MUCH is German for “Museum Unseres Computer Hinterhofes”. The development of
MUCH is scheduled to last until 2001.This paper covers important aspects about current
hypermedia Web site technology and its applicability for an Internet museum. We drafted the
concepts of MUCH and implemented a laboratory version. Hence some interesting issues,
such as data sampling and pre-processing are discussed. The implemented software reaches
from a local database (for data input) to conversion and uploading tools for the Hyperwave
Information Server.

Motivation – The Importance of Web Servers

The MUCH museum intends to address international audience within the connected world.
Hence the Web site resides on a modern Hyperwave Information Server. Web servers  are the
libraries and newspapers of our time . The big digital archives provide us with background
information about any topic imaginable. Additionally they host online chats for real-time
communication between (many) users. Even first video databases are going online via big and
fast Web servers. From low-bandwidth technologies such as transmitting electronic mail or
browsing Internet pages with WAP 1 to heavy traffic systems, e.g. real-time video
conferencing, the main burden has to be taken by the Internet servers.

We had to select a suiting server for MUCH and therefore compared different approaches in
server technology. Links within Web pages are an implementation of the hypertext
paradigm2. This states that you can go from one document (or part of the document) to
another just by following a hyperlink. The success of Web servers was achieved by making
the “follow-the-link” action simple. One can jump to a related document just by clicking the
mouse. Thanks to CERN and MOSAIC we can take user interfaces provided with hyperlink
technology for granted.  Within the Web all the multimedia stuff is available at your
fingertips. The gold rush of the Internet came along with the colour images and multimedia
documents on World Wide Web (WWW) pages. Nowadays even animated images and videos
are used frequently. Some servers (for instance the common Apache Web server) basically
fetch files from the file-system and deliver them to the clients. Other servers, such as the
Hyperwave Information server, provide much more functionality: structuring elements (such
as collections, clusters and sequences), integrated indexing and full-text search facilities, link
consistency, bi-directional links, link maps, server-pools, version control, annotations, user
administration, multi-author environment, multilingual documents and attributing documents
to mention a few.

To run a Web server it requires technically superior computers. The machines should be
provided with fast processors and a lot of memory. Fast disk access and splendid cache must
                                                
1 [St19990901] Wireless Application Protocol (WAP ) provides portable phone users (GSM, 9,6 Kbit) with Web pages where all pictures and

other date consuming parts of the page are stripped off before transmission. Only raw-text will appear on the (tiny phone-) screens. UMTS
allowing 2000Kbit is in development.

2 Ted Nelson is one of the pioneers of hyper linking of documents. The same holds for Tim Berners-Lee: Hypertext projects 1989 at
C.E.R.N. and works since 1994 at MIT. See [St19971218]
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be given for processing multiple user requests parallel. Requests may occur at the same time
and downloading multimedia documents from the server may require broad bandwidth. After
a thorough comparison we chose the Hyperwave Information Server, a second-generation
Internet server, for it’s superiority concerning the MUCH requirements.

Requirements for an Online Museum

When gathering documents and information about the institute, its members, projects and
history various difficulties arise. We must select topics and documents suiting for online
presentation. We have to convert material into digital documents a computer can handle.
These digitised data may occur in different languages and formats. For example screenshots
and scanned images have different colour depth and resolution. Additionally images may be
stored in different file formats such as JPG, TIFF and GIF. Data acquisition, data pre-
processing and the management of data within the project brought up the need of further
preparations. Files must be given consistent and speaking names. The location of these files
on local computers has to be defined. We overcame these difficulties by establishing naming
conventions  and by creating a local, hierarchical file structure .

A lot of data is not available digitised. This data, e.g. information about former members,
must be entered manually. To assist the tedious task of data input, we decided to implement a
local database. This ensures a fast and simple way to gather information from which is not
available electronically. Information stored in the local database has an internal format and
therefore cannot be published in the Internet without further preparatory actions. To enable
straightforward and reliable data transfer from the offline local database onto the Web server,
data is exported from the local database into several files. We provided tools to convert and
upload these data automatically afterwards. The same applies to data not stored in the local
database. Often offline prepared data had not the same format as necessary for data presented
online.

For automation purposes we created conversion tools, which transformed these documents
into suiting online formats. To browse the provided pages online, a convenient user interface
was required. For ensuring a common screen layout and functional navigation features we
prepared a concept therefore. The common layout is assisted by the use of files in eXtensible
Meta Language (XML) format in conjunction with eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL)
stylesheets. Additionally the global layout can later be used for an offline CD-ROM version
of MUCH without big difficulties. (The mentioned offline version is needed for
representation purposes by the institute.) Due to the fact, that MUCH is a museum, the
content is more static than at most other servers. Additionally we faced several problems such
as following: Data should stay valid over years, but external links will come out of date. The
implementation of the MUCH museum resolves the problem by delivering screenshots of
Web pages tagged with a timestamp (e.g.: a screenshot of the homepage of a former staff
member taken in september 1999).
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Structure of this paper

After chapter one (Introduction), chapter two (General Web Site Concepts) shows the
general targets and aims anyone may have in mind when setting up a Web server. Dangers
and traps along the way are mentioned, too. Furthermore, things like Y2K problems and
potential security gaps are dealt with. Then, in the same chapter,  the concept of the museum
project, the specification for MUCH, is developed step by step. In chapter three
(Implementation of MUCH) follows the practical application of the points discussed. Hence
this chapter describes the technical aspects of the implementation of MUCH.

After chapter four (Summary ), you can find in chapter five (Appendix) special issues such
as the database layout of the local database, a comparison of programming languages applied
and a discussion about several tools used within this project. A glossary (chapter 6), a
bibliography (chapter 7), a table of images and figures (chapter 8) and  an index (chapter 9)
round off this work.

Contents: Style:
Filenames: my_file_name.htm
Keywords: Bold
Source Code: <HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Demo HTML

page</TITLE></HTML>

Citations: Citation, Saying or Proverb
Notes: Note: An example for a note within the text.

Hyperlinks: http://www.hyper.link

Table 1-1 Styles Used In This Paper

Table 1-1 shows the styles used within this document.
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2 General Web Site Concepts for MUCH

No man does anything from a single motive.
- S.T. Coleridge

In the more general section 2.1 we give examples of possible aims and intentions ,
developers and managers have in mind when creating Web sites. We discuss the advantages
of online presentations in comparison to offline possibilities. The dangers  of the medium
Internet are also taken into account. After a short paragraph about the Y2K, we deal with the
actual aims and preconditions for MUCH in section 2.2. That means we declare to which
decisions we came (and why), when selecting reasonable concepts and useful software.
Foremost we made up our minds about the actual user profile, a suiting server structure ,
applicable naming conventions, appropriate data formats and proper programming tools.
We settled the necessary navigation and user interface features. Additionally the software
for the local database as well as the software for the server are fixed. Besides answers to
stringent questions such as handling multilingual documents, searching and documentation
are mentioned.

2.1 Targets and Aims of Web Sites in General
The development of any Web server depends on the characteristics of the user expected to
visit the site. One can distinguish between three big user-groups: the “advertising target”, the
“online buyer” and the “information searcher”. Let us take a look at different considerations
developers may make serving each of these groups. There are several tasks to perform when
initiating large projects. E.g. a Web site developer may first do a brainstorming about
customer needs, possibilities and aims of his company. Then he may draw a mind-map to
illustrate the company-customer relationship, dependencies of data, functionality needed and
the balance of work amount within the project. This graphical map can help to get a more
global view of the project and will ease structuring.

2.1.1 Premises for a Successful Web Site

To be found, be beloved and hence revisited by the surfers Web pages must fulfil some
criteria 3. It is important to gain attention, to deliver fast and reliably and to provide dynamic
information. Perfect information may be useless if the site containing the desired content is
never found by any user. Spreading the information of one's sole existence may be a difficult
task. The site (especially easy to remember and well suiting URL) should be indexed in many
search engines. Servers, which bear nearly the same contents thematically, should have links
to one's server - and vice versa. Ensure presenting the information users expect to find.
Provide it fast enough not to make users feel the www as a “world wide waiting”–time
consumption machine. Surfers love to find latest information (news) and not being
confronted with things out of date. The Internet is supposed to bring along dynamic
information. I. e. state of the art technique and contents is required. As a matter of fact,

                                                
3 See [Hofbauer1996] about some linguistic phenomena concerning Web pages. Note the difference to other publications (in e.g.

newspapers or books).
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further bonuses e.g. quizzes, games and entertainment, may be necessary to keep current
users happy and to attract new users.

Spreading information to many users is easy, because of the large Internet community. But
advertising and selling on the Net means to serve a special kind of users. People one reaches
via the Internet are particularly higher educated people who can afford surfing the Web or are
even connected at their work, young people who have access to the Internet via school or
universities and (especially in America) elderly who go online. The big number of potential
customers by it's own does not guarantee success. One has to define clearly the user profile of
customers deserved to filter them out of the masses and address them in a proper way.

2.1.2 Aims of Internet Presentations

Several reasons are worth mentioning, when thinking about the targets and aims of an Internet
presentation. Servers, which should foremost finance themselves via paid advertisements
from companies may present banners (containing advertisements) to the browsing users. For
selling over the Net successfully, one must take more efforts. The user must not only find
desired objects online but also has to trust online money transactions (or at least give away
personal information e.g.: the credit card number). A very different user-group is people who
search for information4. Software developers search for help at software forums; people
abroad may read the newspaper of their home country; taxpayers search for latest news on
tax-reforms.

The distinction between these three user characteristics will not always be true in this strict
way. A user may search information and pay for it and may additionally be annoyed with an
advertising banner all at once. Another topic to mention is Education on the Net. Schools,
companies and other groups5 go in for education over the World Wide Web. This seems to be
inexpensive and effortless. The opposite may be true in fact, because problems such as how to
handle examinations, user identification and cheating have to be solved in advance. Individual
learning speeds, different stages of difficulty for each pupil can be an advantage for different
people. Detailed explanations would exceed the range of this paper. Further topics related to
this kind of distant education can be found for instance in [JUCS_LATE] and [IICM_WBT].

2.1.3 Hackers, Crime and Cryptography

Everybody stay cool – it’s a robbery!
- From the movie pulp fiction

When running a Web server one is connected to the rest of the world for 24 hours a day.
Potential hackers around the globe may attack the server. Though the greatest dangers are the
lack of security within a company and a bad or even missing backup strategy, external threats
can make life hard too. There are some traps along the road of happy customers and sellers.
Not everyone who hacks your site may do damage. Mostly the site isn’t even worth to be
hacked6 because it is not likely that anyone can make money out of your data. Calculate the
                                                
4 In fact the exchange of research results had been the central aim when Internet was used by Universities. Before that, the Advanced

Research Projects Agency (ARPANET) set  up the first four interlinked computers in  1969 for means of saving military data in case of an
atomic assault. (See Stefan Münz [WWW_SELFHTML] for  a short history of Internet.)

5 Distant Learning is proposed by WIFI and BFI. Universities offer courses too. See [IICM_WBT] at the IICM.
6 [Oxford1990] hacker n. 1 a person or thing that hacks or cuts roughly. 2 colloq. A person who uses computer for a hobby, esp. To gain

unauthorized access to data.
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risks and respond in an appropriate way. Protect your own server from external access by
installing a firewall and against internal abuse by password protection. Trusted personnel
educated in security aspects will not paste their passwords onto computer screen via adhesive
notes – visible for guests, colleges and cleaning staff.

Online cash (e-cash), money transactions  (Tele-Banking) and credit cards are a very hot
topic. Ensuring the identity of customers and their monetary credibility is a difficult task. One
approach implemented by VISA recently (and announced for autumn by Master-Card) is the
SET-Standard7. Reliability of information and secure transmission are especially important in
this context. Certificates can ensure secure transmission to make taping lines and espionage
more difficult. Hackers are always a step ahead, but you can avoid cracking the easy way
(e.g.: guessing passwords). Another aspect is the privacy8 of personal data stored within
databases or published on servers. Registration at the DVR9, if storing any information about
people, is compulsory too. It has never been that easy to track all the actions of any customer.
Cookies10 and log-files provide thousands of fingerprints on servers all over the world.
Special efforts are made to restore privacy. Some servers offer “anonymizing” software. This
means that an intermediate server between target server and users computer is installed. The
software on this server pretends to perform all the actions (not the actual user himself). Some
critics claim that such gateways are especially supervised (or even build up) by the US
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). To make matters worse, even the big companies take
privacy lightly. Organisations which go in for user privacy restoration cried out when hearing
about Intel marking its processors with unique IDs. This would allow tracking down every
single computer. Microsoft MS-Word saved each document with a unique number (and the
number of the software version installed). After sharp protests of the Internet community, this
was corrected by Microsoft, calling this effect a "bug". Other forms of gathering information
about users and software installed are to ask users to register each copy of software or by
asking for bug reports (like Netscape Quality Feedback, which sends divers information about
your computer system to the company, after errors occurred). Lost privacy may be also the
work of some virus, automatically sending mails to other computers. Recently Microsoft’s
HotMail has been cracked and private mail (stored on a central Microsoft server) went public.
In this case encryption would have guaranteed, that no one else could read the mail. 11 Even
sender's authenticity could be guaranteed, if only mail would be signed.

2.1.4 Online versus Offline Presentations

Let us now compare the possibilities given with different media, on the one hand online
Internet service and on the other hand offline media like CD-ROMs, folders or books. The
Internet community in Western Europe counts about 45 Million adult users12. Online
information can be updated efficiently and at a reasonable price. A company or organisation
has just to change the contents at one central place, at the server the information resides on.
Other online Web activities like some kinds of mailing (Spam) would be suiting but
impossible due to current laws13. The global audience can be reached without great efforts.
For big companies it is a must to have a Web page nowadays. But small companies tend to go

                                                
7 [Pr19990830] The Secure Electronic Transaction Standard.
8 [Ti19990419] Who Watches the Web?
9 See the Austrian Datenschutzgesetz at http://www.ad.or.at/office/recht/dsg.htm (ARGE Daten) for detailed information.
10 [Oxford1990] US a small sweet biscuit
11 Use recommended software like Pretty Good Privacy (PGP ) http://www.pgpi.org/.
12 [St19990720] Adult Users in Western Europe: 1998 about 34 million; 1999 about 45 million and supposed 121 million in 2004.
13 [St19990717] June 1999, The Parliament bans spams in Austria. Fines up to 50.000 ATS.
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online too. With little budgets you can nevertheless create simple pages. Some product
information and a feedback form will be enough for the beginning. Of course these small
firms won’t be able to employ a Web designer and administrator for providing highly
dynamic contents. In most cases even the server space will be rent from local providers.
Additional computers or being online 24 hours  a day would exceed the costs. Via Internet
one can reach that many (different minded) people never thought of before.
Note: It has never been that easy to get some feedback of  your customer. By counting Web impressions or hits

you can estimate the advertising impact of the Web server. By feedback forms, maybe just before somebody
downloads some file from the server, you can get direct answers to even very company specific questions.

Online information is expected to be updated frequently. In contrast to mail, you don’t know
exactly whom you reach with your advertisements. And you just reach a very specific user
group, the well-educated and rich ones. In Austria you address not even all rich ones by
means of Internet activities because older or retired people are not connected to the Internet in
most cases. They can only be reached via other media (e.g.: TV-advertisements). A rough
picture of the availability of computers in Austria can be gained from the chart of Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 DerStandard 1999-08-27 Comparison of Computer Density

The personal contact to the consumers may decrease. What can be very good for companies
like banks (which cut costs by reducing personnel), can be negative for others. The face-to-
face contact would be more personal and would use other ways of communication14 too.

On one hand the Web access and presentation is very easy. On the other hand you get a lot of
competitors . Through globalisation it is not really a problem anymore for small companies to
serve customers in foreign countries and even overseas. Hence you get competition from
companies you may have never heard of before. Expensive server hardware and
administration costs may be a limiting factor for smaller companies too. In Europe another
trade limiting factor is the price policy of telephone companies.15

                                                
14 Communication is more than exchanging words. Mimic, general appearance, volume and tone of your voice and other more fine aspects of

inter-human-communication do play an important rule too.
15 [Td19990628] In America (and Canada) the local phone services are free. Hence being online 24 hours a day won‘t raise the monthly

Internet  cost of the user. Online charges in Austria are as high as 0,88 ATS (about 0,11 EURO) per minute from 8 am to 6 pm (telecom
Austria charges Sept. 1999, Standardtarif)
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2.1.5 Reliability of Internet Sources

I am Brian. No I am Brian. No I am Brian and my wife is Brian too!
- Monty Python; Life of Brian

This section intends to make one conscious about the difficulty to know who is behind a
certain thing or who is the author of a specific information found in the Net. Questions like
"Who is who?" and "Whom can I trust?" arise. You are not at once sure, if information stored
on server www.mercedes.com really comes from the car-manufacturer. Sometimes you are
badly mislead as following example shows: When searching for “Billig Laden” BILLA, one
may enter www.billa.com (instead of www.billa.at or www.billa.co.at) and will be reflected
to http://www.events.at/index.phtml, a complete different homepage presenting topical events
in Austria.16 Sometimes you just can rely on your feelings whether it is better to believe or
not. Sometimes, e.g. for looking up who is in response for a certain domain, you can ask the
NIC17 for more information.
Note: Concerning URL conflicts some improvements can be noticed. It is now forbidden to reserve URLs of well-

known companies for selling them the domain later.18

The latest case of information cracking raised a crisis between China and Taiwan after both
countries manipulated Web sites of the opposite government 19. So often it is not clear,
whether information is trustworthy or if it is published by unreliable sources. Rarely any
information about the author(s) is provided. Another lack of security are routing and gateway
servers. These intermediate servers along the way from the original sender (Web server) to the
receiver (user’s computer) may crack and change the contents of information, too. Encryption
and signing prevent misuse. Austria’s government has changed the laws to make online
authorisation and signing possible. This year (1999) institutions which handle the creation of
encryption keys are being installed.

2.1.6 The Y2K Bug and Failure Scenarios

These days, when talking about Web servers and software, no one can ignore the millenniums
bug. The  effects caused by the year two kilo (Y2K) bug could be severe and therefore can’t
be underestimated. At the edge of the century we face non-functioning computer systems
caused by soft- and hardware which are limited to two-digit year-numbers. Short-sighted
developers and managers who wanted to spare some bits neglected the century turn. Another
reasons for using two-digit numbers, may be that users prefer to enter just two digits for
commodity benefits. Or several years ago, developers might have thought their programs
would not run as long as to the end of the century (hence the changeover from 99 to 00 would
not occur).

                                                
16 We performed this test at 14 th of October 1999.
17 Network Information Centre: http://www.nic.at/; (responsible for domains ending with ".at")
18 „Domain-Grabbing sittenwidrig: Das "jusline"-Urteil des Obersten Gerichtshofs”, OGH 1999/04/27 4 Ob 105/99s
19 [St19990719] Computer hackers manipulate websites. The banner of the VR-China appears on Taiwanese information-office headquarter.
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Statistics present a rather bad picture about Y2K-preperations in Austria. Figure 2-2 shows
the ranking published by the Economist ("Y2K-Misery-Ranking").

Figure 2-2 DerStandard, 1999-08-25 Year2Kilo – Index

The Gartner Group mentioned that the Y2K checks are not done well enough for a country
like Austria which is dependent on information technology. This seems to be a rather bad
preparation for a well-educated nation gaining its gross national product foremost from the
third, the service sector.20

Note: I won’t build up my own theories about the big bang coming this Sylvester eve – let it happen. There are
only three month to wait. Just a few days ago another date of terror went by - the frightened 9th of
September. Older computer-programs are said to interpret the 9.9.99 for 9999, the number standing for
"infinity" sometimes taken to indicate the end of file (EOF). Until now (October, 1999) no dramatically or
dangerous events have been noted.

                                                
20 Fischer Weltalmanach [Fischer1997] Agriculture 2%, Industry 34%, Service-Sector 64% (1994, percent of the gross national product).

About 1% Analphabetic, twelve universities with about 20.000 students.
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2.2 MUCH - Actual Aims of the Museum
After the discussion of general Web site targets in section 2.1, we cover in this section the
actual framework and concepts for MUCH. We explain why specific concepts have been
selected and why we have chosen the software tools mentioned. We draw attention to data
acquisition, the server structure, naming conventions, data formats, programming tools,
navigation features required, documentation and guidelines for the user interface.
Note: A rule of the thumb says that the development of software products would take about one third for design,

one third for implementation and one third for testing.

2.2.1 The Concepts Behind MUCH

The actual aim for this specific Web site21,22 is following: Provide an Internet-presentation
about the activities of the Institute for Information Processing and Computer Supported
New Media (IICM) headed by Hermann Maurer. The title chosen stands for “Museum
Unseres Computer-Hinterhofes”. (Note: "MUCH Computer Science happened in the
backyard...".) The target user profile comprehends users with Internet access, especially
business partners of the IICM and former and current members of the institute. This means
that a fast connection to the Net and state of the art computer equipment can be taken for
granted. MUCH is primarily designed as Information providing Web site and will deliver
long lasting and static data. This stands in contrast to other Web applications, which integrate
the user interactively or even let the user generate contents23. The Information provided
includes present and former projects handled by the institute. To complete the picture, the
staff members  themselves, their lectures held and their publications  are presented, too.
Completeness of the content cannot be guaranteed, but representative projects (concerning the
work of the IICM) are chosen.

Following functions will be implemented in the final Web server: Browsing capability
through the highly structured collections ; language selection for the major parts of the
presentation; and searching within the scope of the site. The roots of IICM go back to 1977,
when Prof. Hermann Maurer became Head of the institute. Hence following scopes and time
schedules are defined: First presentations may date back to that year (1977). The deadline for
collection data is autumn 2000 when the IICM will move over to a new building.

The work is done by students, a secretary and the project manager. That means the human
resources  are limited, facing that high pile of data and the software development necessary.
Therefore tasks like extensive testing24 with a special test team will be done at later project
stages. The Hyperwave Information Server runs on a UNIX25 machine, the clients and the
local database reside on conventional personal computers.

                                                
21 This document just can mirror the layout, functionality and data available at the prototype done until autumn 1999.
22 See [Sammer1999]: MUCH-Pflichtenheft 1999 by P. Sammer (and J. Feiner)
23 Compare [Maurer1995] where contents generated by multiple people within the “Elektonische Rede- und Diskussions Ecke” (E.R.D.E.)

project is presented.
24 See Duden Informatik [Duden1989] about testing. Excerpt: „Testen: Überprüfung des Ein-/Ausgabeverhaltens eines Programms anhand

der Spezifikation....Im allgemeinen wird man nicht auf Anhieb fehlerfreie Programme entwickeln. Es ist umgekehrt sogar sehr
wahrscheinlich, daß Programme zunächst irgendwelche Fehler aufweisen..“ (Funny, isn‘t it!)

25 [Duden1989] D. M. Ritchie and K. Thompson created UNIX in the year 1973 at Bell Laboratories (Research Centre of AT&T)
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2.2.2 Building Up The Server Structure

We assume the user profile fixed now, hence the next step will be the specification of the
Web server structure, the data provided and the (client side) user interface. There are different
data models possible for storing large amount of data on servers. A very suiting model for
Web sites is a hierarchical model. The logical structure enables users to find information
according to its topic. It enables grouping of identical things (e.g.: put JPEGs and GIFs into
separate directories each).
Note: We recommend not to use too many levels in a hierarchy. URLs reflect the location of files within the

hierarchy by adding each level to the pathname. And long URLs in the URL-line may therefore be contra
productive on navigation.

The most important thing in long lasting projects is the specification of naming conventions .
In an optimal version one can find out the path and name of any document just by applying
naming standards to the document type and it’s supposed aim. Documents should only be
stored once. We prefer references (links), instead of storing (identical documents in different
places) twice. Redundancy would increase the hard disk space necessary on the server and
would also prolong download time, because identical files (with different names) must be
fetched twice, whereas one file accessed twice is faster. The document will be already fetched
from the server and just will be loaded from the client’s cache.
As discussed later, multimedia data such as images must be handled quite different from
text documents. Text documents contain meta information and links to other documents.
Text documents on the one hand may be provided in several languages. Image documents on
the other hand can occur in different resolutions and/or qualities. We specify exactly the
formats needed when gathering data.

2.2.3 Sources of Data for MUCH

The data resources for information must be fixed. After finding out, who can and will provide
information, or give access to information stored on their systems, one should contact these
persons in a rather official manner and motivate them to co-operate. Someone else may have
already put some data into a database. Getting access to this data means big savings of your
own resources. So better spend time to find out who can deliver information, than doing the
digitalisation again.

On the one hand we documented where we could get information from. On the other hand we
documented date and location of every external source taken (such as pictures of people or
screenshots of homepages). We further recommend, that a reference to the source of pictures
or screenshots should be click-able on every occurrence. The obvious advantage is, that
everyone easily can find the responsible author of a text document, the Web site a screenshot
is from, or the photographer of a picture.

A specific problem arises when referring to data on different servers. (E.g. Links to personal
homepages of former members on distant servers). These external links to remote Internet
sources may get out of date quickly. Possibly these links are worthless in just a few years. A
solution we thought of, is storing just the screenshots of such pages (tagged with the date the
screenshot was done). The information on the screenshot may get out of time too, but that
does not matter in the scope of a museum. An optional summary of external links may be
given and these links can just be followed via a portal-page of the server. Thereby the user
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will get informed about leaving the scope of the server (and has to face the consequences such
as dangling links). Before entering data (into the local database), we define the accuracy of
data. It must be clear how exact the data must be. E.g. entry and leaving date of former staff
members may be given exactly to the day of the month. Sometimes just the month or even
just the year might be known. We defined which actions must be performed and which data
must be entered, if detailed information is required but not known. The data fields in the local
database reflects the accuracy needed. It is better to be satisfied with not too accurate data, but
therefore being able to use the same format for most of the data entered. Mixing up different
date-datatypes will lead to problems in the long run.

Photos and slides have to be converted into a useful digital graphics format. Again, pre-
processing26 these data (e.g. scanning, including adjustment of brightness, colour depth and
resolution)  takes a lot of time. A common approach is to out-source the generation of images.
By buying Photo-CDs when developing the negatives or by producing a CD-ROM out of
images given.
Companies and people may not want to publish some pictures of themselves (sometimes the
interesting and funniest one). One has to take any copyright aspects into account and ask for
approval.

2.2.4 A Local Database to Gather Information

You may store data gathered directly on the hypermedia system. This is practicable for
entering few data and online editing, but also may have some disadvantages e.g.: low speed
networks and login procedures. Hence in most cases it would be better to pre-process data
with other techniques. One possibility is to gather necessary information in an offline, local
database. This has the benefit of providing a useful and fast input interface for data. The
upload on the server has to be performed automatically with special tools27.

2.2.5 Documents and Their File Formats

On the one hand the jungle of different file formats and it’s sub-formats28 calls for file-format
experts. On the other hand Internet browsers are very selective up to now. Common browser
can display just  GIFs  and JPEGs. Any other format may be supported by downloading third-
party PLUGINS. We agreed about using the TIFF tagged image file format for storing data
before pre-processing. This format provides true colour and loss-less compression.
Conversion into target file formats (into JPG and GIF, probably PNG later on) is done
afterwards. As mentioned above just two image file formats are used in Web browsers:
Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) and Joint Picture Expert Group (JPEG, or short JPG for
ISO 9660 filenames). The first one, preferable suiting for text and graphical contents, also
delivers possibilities of merging more pictures into one animated GIF. The second one is best
for storing photos and has rather high compression rates.

Though we did not restrict ourselves to any multimedia format, commonly used formats for
audio and video processing are MP3 (MPEG audio layer three) and MPEG (Motion Picture
Experts Group). Philipp Ackermann [Ackermann1996] describes multimedia data processing
                                                
26 See [Pinz1994] about pre-processing digital images (basics about different image formats, quantization, changing the resolution, applying

filters, enhancing contrast). Another standard-book recommendable is [Gonzalez1992].
27 E.g.: with [WWW_Hyperwave]Virtual Folders and/or Command-Line-Tools
28 For example: JPEGs can be displayed progressively (or not), TIFF images can be compressed (or not) and GIFs can be transparent (or not).
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by means of MET++ software and further background information about audio and video
formats. There one can learn about the basics of video and audio (even without being
interested in his special MET++ object-oriented programming framework).

Description languages such as HTML, SGML, XML, and PDF are used for pages. Standard
browsers can cope with HTML and need special plug-ins29 for other formats. E.g. you can
view PDF files with external viewers. More powerful, but also more complicated languages
such as SGML or postscript (see [Orasche1996]) have not found their way into the Web for
the broad public. XML in conjunction with XSL is an evolving standard for the Internet,
overcoming many of the disadvantages of former languages. By the way, not only memory
consumption (by storing large files) on the server is important (actually not really important
any more - looking at current harddisk prices), but also the transmission time for fetching
documents from the server. Especially videos may take very long when downloading and also
highest resolution JPEGs may annoy users with a slow modem connection. On the one hand
more users get access to fast Internet connections via additional cables from cable TV
companies (e.g. TELEWEB30). On the other hand many users are forced to accept slow
transmission rates provided by old copper cables31 or even GSM-portable phones.

Due to the browser war between Microsoft and Netscape, viewing a page with the “wrong”
browser can cause „general-protection-faults“. Each of these companies enriches HTML with
its own extensions. In some cases the pages generated for one browser are not compatible
with the competing product. Other browsers (to mention the Windows browser Opera32) are
used by a marginal five percent of users and aren’t a topic up to now.

2.2.6 Navigation and Searching

But I still haven’t found what I am looking for
- U2

What do user expect when visiting ones Web site: A „natural“ feeling of navigation. That
means buttons and text passages with underlying links are expected highlighted or
underlined. Besides links should appear in different colours dependent upon the status of the
target page: If the page the link points to has been visited already, then the colour should be
different (from links pointing to pages not visited). Some browsers do this colour change not
in a proper way. Sometimes you have to reload a page to reflect that change of colour and
sometimes a link with changed colour appears not in every frame of a frameset, but just in
one.
Note: It is not guaranteed that anyone gets to the destination he wants. Due to JavaScript the pages may

automatically “forward” to any other location. When browsing the “Back”-Buttons is therefore sometimes
not useable, because the browser is forced (by the scripts embedded) to load or reload other pages. This
effect of forwarding automatically is often found on advertisement pages, banners or sites with “please-
enter-your-credit-card-number”- forms.

The Uniform Resource Locator (URL) should give you an idea in which country you are
surfing and in which part of server i.e. in which depth of the structure level currently visited
files reside. The filenames should have speaking names too. Knowing where you are is more
difficult when using frames. Just the title and URL of the frameset are displayed in the
                                                
29 See [WWW_Netscape] and [WWW_Microsoft] for an overview of available plug- ins.
30 TELEWEB is offered by Telekabel Wien GmbH, a company of UPC.
31 Fast Internet  access by means of Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) will be available for copper cables soon.
32 You can get Opera at http://www.operasoft.com/ as evaluation copy.
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browser window. The URL of the actual selected frame does not appear in the URL field of
the browser. This effect makes book-marking of a frame (within a frameset) difficult too. For
getting an overview it would be of advantage, if site-maps or hierarchically structured trees
(similar to the Windows explorer tree) were given.

In table 2-2 we describe the basic navigation features required.

Previous Navigate to previously visited page.
Next Navigate to next page (already visited)

Two annotations:
1.) The previous and next page are not meant in the sense of a sequence, but in the sense of
already visited (and  cached) pages
2.) Unfortunately bi-directional links aren’t supported by HTML till now.

Up One directory level upwards. This possibility is hardly given, due to lack of
hierarchical structure support. It works with file transfer protocol (ftp) when
accessing “../”. And it works with Hyperwave when the parent collection is
accessed.

Note: For navigating up a hierarchical structure, one possibility is editing the URL by hand (if
the structure is clear enough and if,  for every directory level, a default page is transmitted
automatically).

Free Links Free links can point to everywhere; any document on any server. But you may, in
many cases, not find back again. The history list of browsers may bring you back
sometimes.

Table 2-2 Basic Navigation Features on Web Pages

As mentioned above, some further navigation possibilities might be available on modern
servers. To give examples, table 2-3 shows Hyperwave features available.

Hierarchical
Structure

The data is structured in collections. These are directories which may
provide special contents: quality dependent documents, language
dependent documents, sequences, or dynamically composed pages
including several parts.33

The parent (even the parents Note: plural) of a document or a  collection can
be accessed, because the server provides references and multiple parents
as standard feature.
If just a plain collection is accessed then a directory listing is provided
(displaying all documents not hidden).

Link Consistency Any link (but not external link) will only appear, if the target document
is available on the server. If the document is renamed or moved the links
will be re-linked dynamically and therefore point to the suiting
document. Additionally a link map (showing incoming and outgoing
links) of a document is provided.

                                                
33 See [WWW_Hyperwave] for all about sequences, collection-heads, full-collection heads, multilingual clusters and alternative clusters.
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Sequences Automatically generated previous and next buttons are linking
dynamically to documents stored in a so-called „sequence“. They are
dynamically updated if any document is added or removed. The sort-
order is free definable. This means you can sort for example by title, by
name, by date or by number.

Figure 2-3 The Hyperwave Sequence Buttons

Figure 2-3 shows the default Hyperwave sequence buttons. They appear
just by defining a collection as sequence. The functionality (previous,
next, first, last buttons and sorting) is added automatically by the server.
Note: The number (and the number of all documents) is shown (e.g.: doc 1 of 2) ;

additional not click-able buttons are disabled. And if a document is member of
more than one sequence you are asked which sequence to follow.

CollectionHead and
FullCollectionHead

One document per collection can have the special attribute
„CollectionHead“ or „FullCollectionHead“. This means a document
attributed FullCollectionHead will be displayed automatically every
time this collection is entered. In the case of CollectionHead the titles of
the other documents contained in the same collection are listed below
(the document with attribute CollectionHead), too.

Clusters Hyperwave supports the usage of multilingual documents. Several text
documents – each containing the same text in a different language – can
be stored in a cluster. Hyperwave shows one of the documents
automatically, depending on the language preferred by the user. For
example: in a cluster there are two text documents one in English, one in
French. The preferred language is set to French. If you then access the
cluster only the French document will be displayed.

Table 2-3 Further Navigation Features by Hyperwave

Hyperwave 34 adds further features (to the incomplete set of features provided by standard
HTML in conjunction with standard servers) such as user-management or online editing,
which are helpful for the editing team.

If the Web site contents should be presented offline35 then several difficulties arise. E.g.
layout implemented by means of user templates (which are programmed in PLACE36 on the
Hyperwave server) cannot be displayed at the local files. You have the choice not to work
with user templates or to rebuild functionality needed by means of modified static HTML-
pages. External links may NOT be followed, if one works offline or on standalone
computers. Multilingual clusters are not supported, because no (easy) opportunity to switch
the languages or display documents in a default language is available. Dynamic sequences
are not possible, and static ones can only be imitated, by additional empowered HTML pages
(with PERL modified pages, Jscript or with XML/XSL features you can rebuild sequence
                                                
34 See [Maurer1996a] for an introduction into Hyperwave, which was originally developed as Hyper-G at the IICM.
35 Offline means the files are located in the local file structure of a computer. Maybe the files are located on a CD. Offline means also that no

Internet-connection can be taken for grant in comparison to Online, where a direct connection to the Internet  is taken for sure.
36 The ideas behind PLACE can be looked up at Hyperwave Documentation ([WWW_Hyperwave]) or [PLACE1998], a paper about a

PLACE workshop.
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behaviour). Presenting default documents, when a directory is accessed is done on the server
by setting the attribute CollectionHead or FullCollectionHead. Offline this feature is lacking
too. Re-linking to other documents must be done. Hyperwave supports build in searching
facilities. More than 100 different file formats are indexed and additionally searching even in
limited scope (within subcollections) is possible too. At last this online-function (searching) is
not provided automatically by local versions either.
Note: By surfing offline some improvements can be noticed; e.g. display speed. Local documents (say from CD-

ROM) are not connection dependent and always fast.

2.2.7 Man Machine Interface of Web Sites

The User Interface (UI) of any Web server is one key to satisfied customers. Experts advise is
to keep it simple!37 One should provide suiting functionality and consider user’s browsing
habits. Better not bothering users with difficult situations such as:

• Not knowing where the current page is located within the server structure.
• Too many options/buttons/links at once.
• Large pages, which consume much time when being downloaded.
• Very long pages, where one must scroll down.

Every developer should take care not to violate basic usability rules. Better do a redesign
twice and ask as many test users as possible about their impressions. We watched out for:

• Clear design.
• Clear visible links.
• Description of links and where they link to.
• Provide size-information of big files (e.g. as alternative text).

The graphical design and layout should be done by experienced graphical experts. Being
able to find solutions for the technical challenges, does not mean being able to cope with the
graphical part very well, too.38

2.2.8 Multilingual Aspects

To serve international audience it is often necessary to provide documents in more than one
language. In our case at the MUCH project, for the community of university members and
international companies English is compulsory. Users can set their preferred language and get
documents in their selected language if available. The Hyperwave Information Server
includes this language selection feature. That means documents are provided in the language
selected by the user. If the document can not be delivered in the language requested, then the
document is provided in another language (if available) according to the selected language
preferences.

                                                
37 [Nielsen1993] for detailed information about Usability Engineering and User Interfaces. See also Usability Heuristics in the Appendix.
38 [Siegel1997] gives you a deep insight about the graphical background necessary.
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2.2.9 Hypermedia Server vs. Relational Databases

Some Web servers rely on a relational database back-end, e.g. on an Oracle server or on
Microsoft SQL Server. The information may be extracted and converted by Active Server
Pages (ASP). For a specific application one has to find out the advantages and disadvantages
of each technology. Relational Database are particularly useful for thoroughly structured
data. They are not the first choice when handling multimedia or even hypermedia data. The
advantages of Hyperwave’s hypermedia database lie in efficient data storage, links with
attributes, user administration and full-text search to mention a few. For detailed information
about the software see [WWW_Hyperwave]. Background information about functionality and
advanced hypermedia features can be found in [Maurer1996a]. Simple Web Servers  like the
Apache 39 Web server are fast on delivering raw data, but do not provide functionality
necessary for multi-user management, link consistency or sequences. Microsoft’s Information
Server supports the Active Server Page (ASP) technology, which means improved support for
contents generated dynamically out of any MS-Office application. This technique is not
usable on the more stable UNIX computers. The fastest Web server is the commonly used
Apache Server. But - roughly speaking - all it can do is just deliver raw data from the file-
directory, similar to an ftp request.

Note: CGI-Scripts can prove back-end connection to external relational database servers (such as an Oracle
database). This possibility is given for each of the Web servers mentioned.

2.2.10 Project Phases and Documentation

To ensure that scheduled milestones and deadlines can be met, we have to watch the
development progress carefully. To discuss the basics about software quality, project
documentation and cost calculation many pages would be needed40. Hence we reduce the
information in this paper to the milestones set for the actual MUCH implementation. These
milestones are presented in appendix. An aim of the project manager is to preserve
knowledge 41 for the developing team members. If new developers join the group or some
members of the team leave, problems might arise. The reason is, that it is not realistic to write
down everything the members of the team know about the environment and about the system.
Think of all the testing, the mistakes and the improvements made (partially due to trial and
error). New members of the team might think about certain problems not knowing that they
are already solved.

                                                
39 The apache web server has a „Market Share for Top Servers Across All Domains“ over 60% in 1999. See Netcraft Web Server Survey at

http://www.netcraft.com/survey/. Microsoft IIS and the Netscape Enterprise Server are ranked two and three.
40 For general project documentation and software design see the lecture notes for AK-SWE Qualität ([Haase1998]) and the practice done

([Weiler1999]). For an introduction into software design (aspects related to coding and naming) see AK-SWE-Programmierung
([Schmaranz1998b]).

41 Read [St19990923] about knowledge management, or [St19990917] where Christian Schuh notes the importance of knowledge
management too.
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2.3 Summary
The specification of a server and installing the entire environment necessary, means to solve
several problems: A trained team must be put together. The aims must be fixed. A
specification must be written. The development must be financed and realised and at last the
product has to be tested and delivered to the customer.

First of all, the developing process for Web sites requires a precise definition of the aims .
Then one has to ensure knowing enough about the target user group. Several qualifications of
Web developers (e.g.: programming skills, experience in graphical design) are  required when
presenting information on the Net to be successful and stay ahead of competitors. At some
passages in the text we have stimulated thoughts about the Y2K problem. That is not as
important and dangerous as an end-of-the world scenario, but points out rather important
security aspects within the Web. Not overestimating it, but being prepared may save a lot of
money. To sum it up, we have developed the general concept of MUCH, introduced the server
structure and binding data formats. And we have set up naming conventions for both the local
file storage, within the local database and for the server structure. For the user interface we
made preparations concerning necessary features and a navigation paradigm.
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3 Implementation of MUCH

Getting an Important Job done:
Everybody was sure that somebody would do it.

Anybody could have done it, but nobody did.
Somebody got angry as it was everybody’s job.

Everybody thought anybody could do it.
Nobody realised that everybody wouldn’t do it.

Everybody blamed somebody when
nobody did what anybody could have done.

-  working practices

The previous chapter (2) describes important requirements for Web servers in general and
specific requirements for MUCH in special. This chapter (3) deals with the actual
implementation of MUCH, a museum for the  Institute for Information processing and
Computer Supported New Media (IICM) at the Technical University of Graz.

First the requirements and tools for data acquisition and pre-processing are mentioned, then
the local directory structure and the server collection structure  are described. After that, we
recapitulate the implementation of the local database and it’s export features. The basics
about XML and XSL (including the conversion of exported data into wellformed XML)
follow. After that the uploading and online aspects are discussed. In the last section we
outline the preparations made for an offline presentation, the documentation and future
ideas for MUCH.

3.1 Data Aquisition
To collect data for the project MUCH, different sources of information are used: research-
papers, photo albums, diploma and doctoral theses, demos of projects and reports such as the
“Ten Years Report” of the Institute. In the first part of the data sampling task, possible
sources are noted down. It is not always obvious who is responsible for certain data, which
data are already digitised and who has interesting data of projects from long ago stored in his
cupboard. For images the data formats, their resolutions and colour depths are fixed. Though
multi language support is required, text data has to be delivered in English and in German.
Most of the data is entered this way into a local database and exported later for further usage.

3.1.1 General Requirements for Input Data

Several things are required for the “input data”. First of all data must be gathered in both
languages supported by MUCH: German and English.
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Multilingual Screenshots

When dealing with multiple languages within a Web server, documents must be made up in
several languages. For text documents this is rather clear, but it may be important for images
too. Some buttons or even screenshots may contain text. Hence buttons must be created and
screenshots must be made available in different languages.
Note: On an Hyperwave server you have the possibility to change your language preferences.
Documents of interest are reloaded automatically in the selected language.

Multilingual Database Entries

We decided to implement the handling of data with a local database (see section 3.5). In the
relational local database no language support is given. For MUCH we chose the work around
of providing multiple fields, one for each of the two languages. This was possible because it is
predefined that just two languages must be supported. Example: two fields exist for the
curriculum vitae of a person: CurriculumVitaeGerman and CurriculumVitaeEnglish.

3.1.2 Referencing the Resources

Sources of information are yearly reports, student guides, research papers, slides, theses,
demos, and people (former and current members of the staff) themselves. Each data entry
must be tagged with information about the source it originates from. If any communication
(important for MUCH) between the actors, that means between people who gather
information and people who can deliver information, occurs – this should be noted down. For
example the mailings should be compiled in one folder, accessible for everybody concerned
with the project. Mail aliases are helpful to keep the team informed about things going on  and
about the current status of the project.

3.1.3 Handling Image Documents

As stated above in some cases (if the image contains language dependent text) images must
be available in two languages. Additionally, some image-properties are predefined42 for
assuring a common size of images. This is for creating a general and universal layout.

Slides and Photos

The photos digitised should always be stored in a loss less representation. This means a
format like JPEG is not suiting. We chose TIFF to store the original images. Out of these
images the conversion to JPG and sometimes to GIF is made.

                                                
42 See [Pinz1994] about different image-formats and about pre-processing digital images.
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Screenshots

Screenshots of many Web pages are made (with the tool Hypersnap, see
[WWW2_Hypersnap]) for documenting the sources (for instance a homepage of a certain
person). In table 3-4 we show the default resolution, quality and format of screenshots.

Resolution Width: 600 pixels.
Height: according width to height relation.

Quality JPEGs with quality factor 75%.
GIFs in 256 colours (optimised palette).

Format GIFs and JPEGs (as mentioned above).
Maybe PNG in a later stage.

Table 3-4 Default Properties of Screenshots

A lot of screenshots (e.g. figure 3-4) have been taken by us for example for the presentation
of the historic project MUPID. These screenshots have been acquired from the A-Online
(former PAN) Suxxess VTX browser from Infonova.

Figure 3-4 Screenshot VTX: Maurer’s Meinung

Though the MUPID screen (including its size) is simulated by the VTX software, the
resolution was predefined and the colour-depth too.
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3.1.4 Text Documents (Plain Text, HTML)

Common sources are plain text documents e.g. a simple mailing list, containing information
about projects a person is involved in. HTML-Documents, for instance a listing of lectures
and theses delivered by persons of the IICM have been downloaded from the TU-Graz
server43. By typing and by means of copy and paste actions these plain text or HTML
information has been entered into the local database.

3.1.5 Special Formats (e.g. Excel, Word)

Some lists of graduands, to give an example, came along in EXCEL- and WORD-files which
had to be converted and imported into the local database. The difficulty was, that the data
must be adjusted to the internal database format, that means information a row of data
contains must be split into various entries and must be appended to several tables.

3.1.6 Multimedia Presentations – Audio and Video

For documenting the story of the MUPID (a demo presentation done for the MUCH project,
also see section 3.4.1) a video has been produced with friendly assistance of Peter Javurek44.
Also one audio sequence was produced just by recording the output of an original MUPID II
on a music cassette and digitising it afterwards. This kind of data acquisition is not
recommendable for general, but in that special case it was the only way possible.

3.2 Themes Covered by MUCH
Following themes have been selected for presentation in the museum: persons, projects,
education, equipment and stories.

3.2.1 Persons

Data of current and former members of staff is gathered. The presentation of each of the
persons can be accessed by selecting them in alphabetically or thematically sorted lists.
Persons are split into different groups by their divergent work at the IICM. The grouping is
done into graduands, students, guests, guest-professors, lecturers, staff members and former
staff members - to give some examples.

Note: If somebody has changed his/her name, then the former name is added to the data as well. The former (e.g.
the maiden) name links to the current name of the person.

3.2.2 Projects

The projects are grouped by phases they belong to. Phases are periods of time like "Theory"
(research in the information theory field in the early years of the institute), "Data structures",
"BTX", "Multimedia", "Hypermedia and WWW". Again the projects can be accessed via
                                                
43 See TUGonline http://online.tu-graz.ac.at/ and search for lectures or persons. See http://www.tu-graz.ac.at/research/ or

ftp://ftp.iicm.edu/pub/theses/ for diploma theses.
44 Javurek Peter, Dipl.-Ing., Architekt, O.Rat, head of „Abteilung Audiovisuelle Medien“ at TU-Graz.
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alphabetically and thematically sorted lists. At first some sample projects may be MUPID /
BTX, Hyper-G, Hyperwave, AEIOU, STIMMT, LIBERATION and Elberfelder Bible. Many
others will follow. Each of the projects can consist of three parts: an obligatory short part, one
of medium length and a free “open-end” part. The short and medium versions should be the
same for all projects, implemented as photo-gallery or slide show. The third nonobligatory
part can be a deep in presentation with every imaginable feature. Details can be found in
section 3.4.2 (layout and structure of presentations).

3.2.3 Education

For MUCH we comprise several training, instructing, teaching and learning related topics into
one big theme named education. Education itself is then split into different sub-themes:

• Diploma, doctoral, habilitation thesis
• Lectures and courses
• Presentations
• Conferences
• Publications

Different sorted lists will provide an easy access there, too. For this part the available
resources are very divergent. Data about current lectures is easy to get. But reliable and
complete information about lectures having been held twenty years ago might be difficult to
find. The same is true for diploma theses, where latest versions may be available even in
HTML, PDF, postscript and other formats.

3.2.4 Equipment

A short roundtrip through the house, prepared the same way as the presentations of projects,
will give the visitor of the museum an impression about the working environment and
available hardware. Technical data from interesting and foremost expensive components (for
instance the Agfa-Scanner, Wavefront Animator or the Onyx workstation) may be presented.
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3.2.5 Stories

Funny stories and pictures of or about members of the institute should make the stuff of
serious data more enjoyable.

A MUPID Example (more about MUPID in section 3.4.1):

Our MUPID in VIDEOTEX
Encoded be your standard

Your UNIT-SEPERATOR come,
Your CSI be done

in C0 as it is in C2-Standard.
Give us today our daily telesoftware,

Forgive us our ERRORS,
as we have also forgiven the Post.
And lead us not into temptation,

But deliver us from CONTROL RESET.
For yours is the MEMORY,
Z80, and the disk station,

in eternity,
*00#

- MUPID team

The sources of these stories are foremost (former) members of the staff. Hardly any of these
have been written down.

3.3 Applying the Naming Standards
When gathering data the digital documents must be stored onto computer hard disk. All files
belonging to MUCH are stored within the directory structure dependent where the data
belongs to (e.g.: screenshots of AEIOU homepage belongs to project “AEIOU” and a scanned
picture of Prof. Maurer belongs to “person”). On saving files a name must be given according
to the naming standards.

For local files we introduced naming conventions as given in table 3-5.

Language English
Characters Lowercase
Separation Character Underline character “_”
Additional Information Date (if necessary)

Format (YYYY-MM-DD)
Suffix for
FullCollectionHeads or
default pages

_default

Language indicating suffix45 _en or _de

                                                
45 ISO/R 639:1967 symbols for languages, countries and authorities (see also www.iso.ch)
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Numbering of images e.g.: _1
(_2, _3, if more than one image
per person)

Replacement of special
characters (umlauts)

e.g.: „ue“ for „ü“,
„ae“ for „ä“ and “ss” for “ß”

Replacement of characters
(special chars)

e.g. in URL: „++“ for „.“ and „–
„ for „/“

Abbreviations Only if not avoidable
Description Whenever possible and

adequate
Suffix indicating the file-
type

three letter suffix as usual (e.g.
htm, jpg, gif)

Table 3-5 Naming Conventions

In table 3-6 we give some examples to visualise the application of the naming standards
above.

Example names for
directories:

• person
• project
• data

Example names for
images of persons:

• aichernig_bernhard_1999_1.jpg
• maurer_hermann_1985_1.jpg
• maurer_hermann_1985_2.jpg
• muelner_helmut_1999_1.jpg
• salomaa_arto_1999_1.jpg

Example names for
screenshots of
homepages:

• bd_alben_www++aeiou++at−−aeiou_1999−09−01_de.gif
(for www.aeiou.at/aeiou)

Table 3-6 Example Names According the Naming Standards

3.4 Local File Structure
The data for MUCH is prepared locally on PCs. Uploading is done later by means of
Hyperwave Virtual Folders (VF), a mechanism, which supports drag and drop behaviour for
inserting files in a distant Hyperwave Information Server. The local structure  in the file
system reflects roughly the structure of collections on the server. An exact image of the data
stored on a Hyperwave server cannot be prepared, because of the special behaviour of certain
documents (for instance multilingual clusters or documents attributed FullCollectionHeads).
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The local version will reflect exactly the file structure planned for the offline version on a
CD-ROM or a DVD. Figure 3-5 gives an impression, how the file structure might look like.

Figure 3-5 Local File Structure

The exact file structure may change as work goes on, because not all of the final design
decisions have been made up to now (October 1999). For XML and XSL data there are no
restrictions concerning the file structure. Special handy Hyperwave features work just online
(to name sequences and searching for instance). Hence the local version is limited in
functionality.

3.4.1 The MUPID Demo Project

MUCH presentations are prepared locally. To gain some experience with formation of
presentations we decided to draft a demo show. The MUPID "Mehrzweck-Universell-
Programmierbarer-Intelligenter-Decoder" (or "Many Useful Purposes In Data processing")
was picked as demo project. Due to time pressure we were forced to acquire data and
information about MUPID immediately, shortly before the server storing the last pages was
shut down. Another pressing argument was, that K.C. Posch had rebuild a simple demo
application imitating the original client server behaviour 46.

The MUPID project of the IICM was raised by the idea of creating a better VTX decoder with
improved functionality. In fact it was a programmable home computer (see figure 3-6 for a
picture of the original MUPID I).

Figure 3-6 Demo Project MUPID I

The project dates back many years and most of the students nowadays do not even know what
a MUPID stands for. When sampling data for MUPID we noticed, that data about this
                                                
46 K.C. Posch reconstructed this demo for an American trial-case, showing that the Internet features such as linking have been invented long

before the Internet bloomed and that therefore no company can claim any rights on „Inventing the Internet“.
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project (for instance advertising folders) could be found, but available data was hardly
digitised.

Some examples of data prepared for the MUPID demo:

• Video
A short video sequence was made with professional help of Mr. Javurek.

• Pictures and Screenshots
Many screenshots have been made with a BTX-decoder on a standard PC.

• Scans
A lot of pictures have been taken, too (especially from the session with K.C. Posch)
and these images had to be digitised.

• Text documents
No large text documents were needed, so everything was typed in by hand.

• Audio Files
One sample Christmas song was recorded with a standard walkman and then digitised
on the PC too.

The demo presentation of MUPID comprises among other things:

• A bibliography with images of the sources (e.g.: books, folders) where information (e.g.
images, screenshots) are from.

• Persons involved in the MUPID project
• The MUPID project itself (with subprojects: VTX, IIG Host, Jumbo, MUPID I, MUPID

II, MUPID PC-Card and the VTX Center rebuild by K.C. Posch)
• Anecdotes about MUPID
• Glossary

Additionally the first demo covers an online documentation for developers  of further project
presentation (e.g. hard- and software requirements, naming conventions, bug-list, information
about cgi-scripts). This documents reflects the current state of the MUPID demo project. The
glossary and the bibliography as well as layouting and some uploading procedures have been
automated by PERL scripts. The layout was wrapped over the source HTML-files by means
of PERL-scripts. Also this way pages get a common layout, like using frames or using the
user templates at Hyperwave A lot of important experiences had been made during this demo
project. These experiences and skills supported the framing of the larger project MUCH.

3.4.2 Layout & Structure of Presentations

As hundreds of projects have been done at the institute, it is not possible to provide a detailed,
full featured presentations of each of the other projects. Hence standardised, short versions
have to be made up for the majority of the projects.
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For each project three different stages of the presentation are planned:

• Short Version (obligatory): just a few HTML-pages.
• Long Version (obligatory): several pages like a photo-album
• Full Presentation (nonobligatory): extensive and comprehensive sub-collection containing

documents of any format (e.g. to discover details about MUPID without a guided tour).

3.5 Implementing a Local Database
We stated before, that much material for MUCH is not available in digital formats. Hence a
lot of data must be typed in (by hand), for instance information about lectures and persons.
When thinking over several possibilities for preparing this data (such as entering information
related to a person: lectures hold, projects worked with, publications written, pictures,
screenshot of personal homepage) we had to take several aspects into account: comfortable
input facilities, one common interface and as few knowledge as possible required for input,
visualisation of data already entered and search possibilities.

After all, we considered it best to prepare the data locally and do data input into a local
database. These data for MUCH is suitable to be handled in a local database, because it is
structured toughly. Again we had several possibilities for a local database software to chose
from. We selected MS Access for allowing the creation of functional and practical user
interfaces and input screens (forms), automation macros and scripts in Visual Basic
(modules), reports and SQL-queries (by a visual query generator) in a convenient way. Above
all the offline Access database provides easy to use data input facilities. The disadvantage of
not editing online is overcome by the fast and useful interface.

3.5.1 Software Requirements and Preferences for the Local
Database

Access has been installed (in most cases) on MS office installation. No further preparations
are necessary. We only took care to install the Access software on different PCs in versions of
the same language, because differences in the installed languages of Access may cause
problems in some cases. For example, the date format must be given as "YYYY-MM-DD"
format for the English version, in comparison to "JJJJ-MM-TT" for the German version. The
relational database system of Microsoft Access combines all the data for the database in one
file. That *.mdb file includes among others: all data stored in tables, all modules written in
Visual Basic, queries, reports, input forms and indexes.

We provided some preferences for the local database, which  can be adjusted to our needs,
e.g. backup directories and directories where images are stored. At the end of each session
one is asked to start the backup of data. This way we provide data security through
automated backup (An arbitrary number of backup directories can be specified and the
database software stores copies of the database to each of them alternatively). Images are
stored outside the database. The path to the images is required to preview pictures (for
instance to preview an image or the homepage of any person in the "person"-Form).
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A simple form of user-management is implemented in this database too. The user names for
example, are used to log any changing of data. And the logon and logoff procedures are
recorded too. As many users as necessary can be defined. User means in this context a person
who enters data into the database. By editing entries of one system table the actual changing
of any preferences or the editing of user can be done. (Preferences are changed by doing
changes in the form "Systemadministration/ Systemparameter", see figure 3-7. Users are
added or deleted by doing changes in the form "Systemadministration/
Benutzerverwaltung".

Figure 3-7 Local Database: Preferences

The programming language supported by MS-Access is called Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA). This is a programming language used within the whole Office package shipped by
Microsoft. More about VBA can be found in section 3.9.1.

3.5.2 Separation of Data and Functionality

To assure high data security and ease upgrading of the database we implemented separation
of data and functionality for the database. All the functionality is stored in one database and
therefore this database can be upgraded to higher versions without affecting the data already
entered. The changeable data resides in a second database, completely independent of the
functions provided by the first (=main) database. The tables of it are linked into the main
database on demand.

At start-up time the main database iicm.mdb checks whether the current path to the external
tables in the second (=data) database corresponds with the current file path of the main
database itself. The iicm.mdb and the data.mdb have to be located in the same directory. If
the paths do not correspond, the links to external tables are out of date and are therefore
deleted. The tables from the data database data.mdb in the current directory are then again re-
linked into the main database.

3.5.3 Functionality and Interfaces

For MUCH we needed several additional features (additional to standard features available in
Access). We implemented for example user logging, backup automation, a graphical
overview to select input (or entry) forms and export facilities. Some important forms are
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presented below, demonstrating additional functionality provided. A steady improvement
process is necessary to adjust the input form as well as the fields of the tables to users needs.
A User-Logon (splash) screen is provided for storing information about who has logged on or
off and who changed any data.

Figure 3-8 Local DB Logon-Form

The user login, see figure 3-8, provides the functionality of tracking down the responsible
user for any editing, deleting and insertion made.

Figure 3-9 Local Database Logging of Data

As can be seen in figure 3-9, a logging of these actions is done. The logged data can be
filtered, sorted, exported and deleted easily.
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3.5.4 Relational Database Design

The data within the Access database is structured according to the principles of relational
database design. No redundant information must occur, but references to unique data-entries.
This is realised via unique IDs for each table-entry and by establishing  relations between the
tables. E.g. the Address-Table contains an entry called PersonID which is linked to the field
ID of the table Persons.

3.5.5 Database Layout

MUCH required to store information about divers topics such as persons, addresses, projects,
publications, lectures, theses, images, courses and institutes. Additional smaller helper tables
e.g. status, cities, type of courses are needed. To manage this voluminous amount of related
information in a proper (and  not redundant) way great efforts had been made. We drafted a
concept and implemented the database tables and their relationships as shown in figure 3-10.
For getting a better overview, in this figure 3-10 not all the tables are visualised, but only the
main ones., Some tables, for instance the image-table or the user-table are hidden, because
they have relations to several other tables. Too much relation-lines would appear and the
important relation-lines would be covered by many unimportant ones.

Figure 3-10 IICM.MDB Database Relations

As can be seen in figure 3-10 different lines are connecting the tables. The lines visualise the
relationships (and the kind of relationship) established between tables.
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3.5.6 Tables and Relationships

First we take a closer look on the relationships  between tables, then we give a list of tables
available.

Relationships of Tables

The relations between the tables are necessary for ensuring validity of the data47. Sometimes
it is necessary to ensure some data is already in the database (e.g. for entering the CityID into
its field in addresses it is required, that the city with this special ID is already in the database).
Also it may be necessary to delete data in more than one table, if the data is related in some
way. E.g. deleting of a person requires the deletion of his address(es).

We give further examples for relations involved. For instance every table has a relation to the
users table. For every data-entry the user-id (denoting the person who edits data) is stored. All
important tables (but the small helper-tables) are related to export-table, setting the export
status for each data-entry (an entry will be exported for further use at the Web server).
Referential Integrity ensures that Ids with invalid values do not occur (approximately the
same as “dangling links” in the link-paradigm). For example a user cannot be deleted until all
the presentations he (or she) held are deleted. Otherwise illegal data would occur in the
presentation table (person ids with no corresponding entry in the person table). In table 3-7
the possible relationships between tables are listed.

Relation: Example: Description:
1:n Cities 1: n Addresses Meaning one address can be

related to just one city. A city can
be related to many addresses

n:m Person n:m Projects Meaning one Person can be
related to many Projects and one
Project can be related to many
Persons. A Helper Table (here:
PersonAtProjects) is necessary!

1:1 Person 1:1 PictureOfPerson Meaning on person is related to
one picture and vice versa i.e. one
picture is related to just one
person.

Table 3-7 Possible Relationships Between Tables

A Special form of referential integrity is referential integrity with “cascade delete”. This is
used for deleting all addresses of a specific person when this person is deleted. For enforcing
further referential integrity some of them are linked with "cascade update/delete" property set.
MS Access allows to view the complete set of relations, by selecting Tools/Relationship
(Show All) in the menu of the database.

                                                
47 Details about “foreign keys” and “constraints” can be found in Database Processing [Kroenke1998].
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Tables of DATA.MDB (and Their Contents)

The tables are dependent from one another as mentioned in the previous paragraph. A
summary of the contents of each table is given in table 3-8 (tables of data.mdb) and later in
table  3-9 (tables of iicm.mdb).

The database data.mdb must be located in the same directory as the main database iicm.mdb .
The tables of the database data.mdb (see table 3-8) are then linked automatically into the main
database.

Table name: Examples of Fields and
Contents:

Notes:

Addresses PersonID, CityID, Street,
Company, Department, Phone,
Fax, Email, HomepageURL,
Private

Several different addresses
are possible for one person.

Cities Country, ZipCode, City, Land,
Areacode

All cities (including the area
codes) of Austria are already
entered.

Conferences TitleEnglish, TitleGerman,
From, Until, ProgramEnglish,
ProgramGerman, OrganizedBy,
ImageID

Presentations may belong to
Conferences.

Courses Title, Number, InstituteID,
TypeID, HoursPerWeek,
CourseDescriptionGerman,
CourseDescriptionEnglish,
AimsAndObjectivesGerman,
AimsAndObjectivesEnglish

Information about courses
held by any lecturer.

CoursesYears PersonID, CourseID, Year,
SemesterID

Defines which course was
held in which year by a
person.

CoursesTypes ShortTitle, TitleEnglish,
TitleGerman

Courses are of a special type
(e.g. lecture, practice)

ExportStatus Status Yes – Export,
No – Do not Export

ImageReference ShortTitle, Year, Title, SubTitle,
ContentsEnglish,
ContentsGerman, Pages,
Publisher, Author, ImageID

Information about the source,
an image is from.

Images PictureFileName,
ThumbNailFileName,
DescriptionEnglish,
DescriptionGerman,
YearOfInformation,
ImageReferenceID

The image itself is not stored
within the database, just the
name of the image.

ImagesAtPersons PersonID, ImageID,
SequenceNumber

Information, which images
belong to any person.
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Institutes Number, TitleEnglish,
TitleGerman

Courses are related to an
institute.

InternationalConnections From, Until, PersonID,
Location, DescriptionEnglish,
DescriptionGerman

International activities of any
person.

Loggings Title, Task, Description The logging of inserting,
editing and deleting of data
and the login and logout of
users.

Persons StatusID, Title, FirstName,
LastName,
CurriculumVitaeEnglish,
CurriculumVitaeGerman,
InstituteTimeFrom,
InstituteTimeUntil,
YearOfInformation

Information about members,
former members and guests
of the IICM.

PersonsAtProjects ProjectID, PersonID, From,
Until, TaskEnglish, TaskGerman

Projects where a person has
worked at.

PersonsAtPublications PublicationID, PersonID Publications of a person.
Phases PhaseEnglish, PhaseGerman,

DescriptionEnglish,
DescriptionGerman

Projects belong to a phase.

Presentations Title, Date, PersonID, Location,
ConferenceID, AbstractEnglish,
AbstractGerman, ImageID

Presentation performed by a
person.

Projects TitleEnglish, TitleGerman,
DescriptionEnglish,
DescriptionGerman, PhaseID,
From, Until, SponsoredBy,
ImageID

Projects executed at the
institute.

Publications ShortTitle, Year, Title, SubTitle,
ContentsEnglish,
ContentsGerman, Pages,
Publisher, ImageID

Information about one
Publication.

Semesters ShortTitle, TitleEnglish,
TitleGerman

Semester where a course has
been held in.

Status StatusEnglish, StatusGerman Status of a person in relation
to the IICM.

Studies TitleEnglish, TitleGerman Thesis belong to a study.
SupervisorsAtTheses ThesisID, PersonID Theses a person has

supervised.
SystemValues Variable, CurrentValue Special environment

preferences.
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Theses PersonID, TypeID, StudyID,
Title, AbstractEnglish,
AbstractGerman,
FileNameFormatPDF,
FileNameFormatDOC,
FileNameFormatPS,
FileNameFormatHTML, From,
Until, ExaminiationDate

Diploma and doctoral theses
written at the institute and
supervised or tutored by a
member of the institute

ThesisTypes TitleEnglish, TitleGerman Kind of thesis e.g.:
diploma/doctoral.

TutorsAtTheses ThesisID, PersonID Theses a person has tutored.
Users LoginName, Salutation,

FirstName, LastName
Data editing user.

Table 3-8 Tables of  DATA.MDB

Some additional fields are available in nearly every table (e.g. ID, Notes, ExportStatusID,
CreationTime, LastTimeEdited and UserID)

Tables of IICM.MDB and Their Contents

Table 3-9 shows the tables residing directly in the IICM database. They are necessary for
functionality and are not data dependent.

Table name: Examples of Fields and
Contents:

Notes:

Infos Info, Title Information for the software
developers.

Motivations Motivation Welcome text on the login
form.

SharedTables TableName, Description Tables to be linked from the
external data-database.

Statistics Text1, sql_statement, text2 SQL-text to produce some
statistics about the database.

Versions Version, Info, Timestamp Current version number of
the main database.

Table 3-9 Tables of  IICM.MDB

In IICM.MDB some additional fields are available in nearly every table (e.g. ID, Notes,
ExportStatusID, CreationTime, LastTimeEdited and UserID).

3.5.7 Forms for Data Entry

Because most of the data is not available in digitised form, data entry into the database is for
general done by typing or by means of the copy and paste functions. Therefore the priority
within the database is set to easy data entry.
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Main Selection Form

By showing the main relationships (figure 3-11) between the separate tables in graphical
form, one can easily imagine what kind of information has to be stored in which table.

Figure 3-11 IICM Database Main Form (Showing Just the Important Tables)

By clicking of one of the buttons of the main form (figure 3-11), an entry form can be opened.
On the right side of the main form, one can select several other activities e.g. leave the
database, open system administration form, send suggestions via mail to the developers or
show the detailed view of tables.
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The detailed view (when pressing the button “Alle Tabellen Anzeigen”) shows a lot more
tables and relationships (figure 3-12). In this case the real complexity of tables and their
relations is apparent.

Figure 3-12 IICM Database Main Form (Showing All Tables)

This detail-view (figure 3-12) is necessary to edit entries in the helper tables such as cities,
project phases, types of thesis or images.
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The Person Entry Form

By means of entry forms we accommodate the data entry into tables (sometimes into several
tables at the same time). Information about certain aspects (images, addresses, cities) are
highly dependent from each other. For providing tidy input screens with enough, but not too
much information on them we implemented forms with embedded sub-forms. Sometimes
additional buttons are available to view further related information. E.g. press the button
“Publikationen”  (see figure 3-13) in the person form to view publications belonging to the
current person.

To ease orientation within the form on editing, the entry forms highlight the field which has
the focus at the moment. We also provide shortcuts to jump to often used entry fields. In
figure 3-13, you can see a sample screenshot (1999-09-30) of the person entry form.

Figure 3-13 Local DB Person-Entry-Form

It shows at the same time the entry fields belonging to a person, the fields of the embedded
sub-forms for his address(es) and the image(s) available. For the image sub-form even a
preview of the image is implemented.
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3.5.8 Additional DB-Features

We did much work not evident at first look. Therefore a few notes about further features (e.g.:
coding standards, no hard coded info, user management, logging, statistics, import and
export) are taken down in this section.

Coding and Naming Standards

To provide better readable and consistent source-code some naming conventions 48 have been
settled:

• Naming conventions for functions in access modules:
Function names have long names explaining their task.
Example: Function create_an_export_query(strSrcQryName As String,
strNewQryName As String)

• Naming conventions for variables in modules:
Variables are named according to the rules suggested by Visual Basic
Example: Dim strAppTitle As String
By the way. “Option Explicit” is selected to force the declaration of variables, which
prevents a lot of typing mistakes.

• Naming conventions for Access export queries:
Example: EXPORT_Addresses_AtoF_GROUPEDBY_Cities

Avoiding Hard-Coded Information in the Modules

Dynamic information is always stored in tables of the data-database data.mdb. It is never
stored in the code of any module itself. That means that the functionality or the user interface
of the main local database iicm.mdb can be updated without affecting the data in any way.
This great advantage will be clear to anyone producing updates for a software product.
Another advantage of this approach is, that information e.g. "status of a person" is not located
in a static part of the database, but in tables (and can therefore be changed easily). For any
changing or extensions the consulting of programmers is not necessary, the user has just to
enter or edit data in a table.

User Identification and Logging

Users have to identify themselves for providing logging entries and for creating statistics. No
security aspects are behind this login procedure. Following information is logged in a table:
logon and logoff , inserting, editing and deleting. For reasons of statistics, the first
information (logon and logoff) is marked up with SYS attribute, the latter with DATA
attribute.

                                                
48 See [Schmaranz1998b]  about sample coding-standards.
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Examples of log entries are given in table 3-10.

Title: Task: Description
Login John LOGIN Normal user <John> log in.
Insert person DATA_INS Person <(ID=547) Aurenhammer> inserted.
DataBackup Backup Backup to DBBackup2 at

 \\video_pc\Videowork\iicm_db_autobackup\backup2of4\.
Insert User SYS_INS User <(ID=72) John> inserted.

Table 3-10 Local Database Loggings

It is obvious (see table 3-10), that actions such as the last backup and the location of the
backup file can be looked up by means of the log file.

Statistics

Statistics about the work done can be extracted easily. Figure 3-14 shows a small part of an
output. Summaries like that can give an rough expression about the overall amount of work
done (e.g. number of persons entered), but can also deliver detailed information about specific
actions (e.g. how many times an export has been executed).

Figure 3-14 Local Database Statistics

We did a report to allow printing out statistics (the one shown in figure 3-14) for commodity
reasons.

Importing Excel and Word Data into the local Database

External data has to be prepared before adding it to the MUCH database. Some data came
along in EXCEL or in WORD format and had to be converted and imported.
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The conversion procedure was following:
1.) Import the table as it is.

E.g. as table: Import_theses_from_Excel_Kleinschuster_DA19990812_orig
2.) Append the content of this table to a meta-table containing additional fields.
3.) Fill up the additional fields with necessary information.
3.a) Step by step some data can be imported into the tables.
3.b) Then necessary information can be extracted back into the meta-table.
4.) Further inserting can be done into other tables (using the information extracted before).

Example: First insert the persons, then extract the new (unique!) person-ids out of the
person-table and store the ids into the meta-table. Then the supervisor (of the diploma-
thesis) for this person can be inserted.

After these procedures have been invoked, you can be sure the data is stored in the relational
database the correct way (i.e. without any redundant data).

3.5.9 Export Form of Local Database

Exporting data from the local database is necessary to provide information in required formats
(e.g. XML) on the MUCH server later on. With the form shown in figure 3-15 one can export
data from the database. The technical details are explained later in this paper.

Figure 3-15 IICM-DB Data Export Form

After the actual export routine has been started, the user gets the feedback that the text files
with the exported data are available in the file-system (in the directory given).
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First some tables or queries containing information must be available to export. Each query
can be created without restrictions. Solely the name of a query in the form
"EXPORT_contentwhat_filter_GROUPEDBY_grpwhat" is suggested. This helps to
distinguish between normal queries and queries for export.

Example: EXPORT_Addresses_ALL_GROUPEDBY_Cities means all addresses grouped by
the city-field. Or  EXPORT_Staff_AtoF means to export all persons of the IICM with last
names beginning with a letter from A to F. If one includes the field GROUPEDBY into the
query and sorts the data according to the GROUPEDBY field, then a PERL-script can do a
simple grouping of data. That’s useful for a more suitable representation of the data in XML-
files.

For each of these queries a query with nearly the same name, but prefixed "qryExport_ " will
be created automatically.
Example: “qryExport_EXPORT_Addresses_ALL_GROUPEDBY_Cities”

The latter query generates the necessary tags for XML specific export49. Also a special export
specification has been created50 for exporting the queries into text files. After the export
procedure, the text files (named the same as the original query, but with suffix .txt) can be
found in the export directory.
Example: export\EXPORT_Addresses_ALL_GROUPEDBY_Cities.txt.
Note: The names of the export-table queries (or tables) must be entered in the "SystemValues" (with variable-

name "ExportQueries"). Only the queries (or tables) mentioned there are available on the export form of
figure 3-15 .

3.5.10 The Format of Exported Data

The exported text files are by default located in the subdirectory “export”. In figure 3-16 a
part of the line exported for each person is given.

<ITEM> <GROUPEDBY>AndrewsKeith</GROUPEDBY>
<STATUSGERMAN>Univ.-Ass.</STATUSGERMAN> <TITLE>Dipl.-Ing.
Dr.techn.</TITLE> <FIRSTNAME>Keith</FIRSTNAME>
<LASTNAME>Andrews</LASTNAME>
...
</ITEM>

Figure 3-16 Local Database Export Format

These exported text files have to be converted by a PERL script for being useable as valid
XML files51. The (optional) grouping is performed according to the existence of a field named

                                                
49 The function create_a_xml_export_query in the tools-module wraps tags around each info (e.g.: Maurer in field Lastname will be

exported as <LASTNAME>Maurer</LASTNAME>. Furthermore illegal field-characters as dots are replaced by underline character and
the content of the fields is cut to 255 characters (because more are not allowed in Access). Additionally, no tags are exported for empty
fields.

50 An export specification can be created by means of an access function we wrote.
51 The Begin- and End-Tags have to be appended, and also the first lines (e.g. <? XML version=”1.0”? > and

<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl" href=”ExportEmailList.xsl” ?>)  marking the file as XML-file. The latter is not necessary when using the
HTML-Data-Island technique (see XML IE5 [Homer1999]).
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„GROUPEDBY“ as mentioned above. After the sections 3.6 to 3.9 about XML, XSL and
PERL the conversion from the text to XML is described in section 3.10.

3.6 Meaningful Data With XML
There are several possibilities to input, store, edit and process data for online presentation.
After we compared divers formats we settled on the emerging standard XML, which enables
handling of structured data in an effective way. XML adds a kind of meaning to the data i.e. it
tags each entry of data with a (free definable) description. Additionally the data can be nested,
which adds additional meaning.

3.6.1 Advantages of XML Data

Some of the advantages of XML marked up information are: independence from layout, plain
text editing possibility, human readability, clear structure and availability of tools to ensure
data consistency (i.e. wellformdness of the XML files). On the one hand that means for
MUCH that if any data is changed, just the XML files have to be updated. On the other hand,
if some layout has to be changed only stylesheets must be updated.

3.6.2 XML Features and Examples

Storing data in the XML format, means to separate data from any layout information. The
layout can later be added (if necessary) by means of stylesheets (e.g. eXtensible Stylesheet
Language, XSL). An other possibility is to embed XML data into HTML pages and provide
the visualisation of it by means of JavaScript in conjunction with the Document Object Model
(DOM). See also [Feiner1998b] for an overview and [Homer1999] for deep in knowledge
about XML, XSL and DOM.

<PERSON>
<LASTNAME>Maurer</LASTNAME>
<FIRSTNAME>Hermann</FIRSTNAME>

</PERSON >

Figure 3-17 XML A Simple Example (1)

In figure 3-17 we see that XML marks its contents (1) by begin (2) and end (3) tags (very
much the same as HTML). The tags itself are not defined in advance, but can be chosen
arbitrarily.

(1) Data

(2) Begin Tag

(3) End Tag
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A more complicated example (including attributes (2) and the official XML-declaration (1) in
the fist line) is given in figure 3-18 .

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl" href="person_ex1.xsl"?>
<IICM_PERSONS>

<PERSON person_status="head_of_institute">
<LASTNAME ID='M'>Maurer</LASTNAME>
<FIRSTNAME>Hermann</FIRSTNAME>

</PERSON >
<PERSON person_status="project_manager">

<LASTNAME ID='S'>Sammer</LASTNAME>
<FIRSTNAME>Peter</FIRSTNAME>

</PERSON >
<PERSON person_status="student">

<LASTNAME ID='F'>Feiner</LASTNAME>
<FIRSTNAME>Johannes</FIRSTNAME>

</PERSON >
</IICM_PERSONS>

Figure 3-18 XML A Simple Example (2)

As descendent of SGML XML is structured very strictly. Hence checking documents for
validity and wellformedness is easy. The tags (and attributes) belong to the default
namespace. We used the namespace shown in figure 3-19 in the examples mentioned here.
About using special user defined namespaces see [Homer1999].

<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-xsl">

Figure 3-19 XSL Header With Namespace Information

Document Type Definitions (DTD) can be used voluntarily. If no special DTD is given a
default (build in) DTD is taken.
Note: For this project no DTD were necessary due to simple structured and automatically generated XML-files.

XML elements have no intrinsic meaning, hence the transformation of XML for display has
to be done by XSL (which, for instance, transforms it into legal HTML).

(1) XML declaration

(2) Attributes

Namespace Definition
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3.7 Layout With XSL Stylesheets
Stylesheets provide a layout independent of contents. In our case at MUCH that means the
appearance of data stored in XML files is arranged by means of XSL stylesheets.

3.7.1 XSL Features

The eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) is a programming technology, which provides
complete new possibilities to control the style and contents of a presentation through style
sheets. XSL transforms XML elements into any other format. In our project (MUCH) the
XSL process transforms it into a HTML output (which by itself can then be displayed by the
browser).

Figure 3-20 XML-Data (Graduands) Rendered By IE5 Default Stylesheet

IE5 has a default XSL stylesheet that displays the content of any XML document as an
expandable tree (see figure 3-20).
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3.7.2 Basic XSL Elements

In table 3-11 the basic elements used for simple XSL stylesheets are noted. We list these XSL
processing instructions to support the understanding and interpretation of the examples given
below.

xsl:stylesheet
xsl:template
xsl:define-template-set
xsl:apply-templates
xsl:copy
xsl:value-of

Table 3-11 Basic XSL Elements

Simple stylesheets can be created just by applying some of these elements and the obligatory
heading lines (which denote the file as stylesheet and define the namespace to apply) as figure
3-21 shows.

3.7.3 Advanced XSL Elements

If further and more complicated capabilities are used then elements of table 3-12 can be
employed (e.g. for creating other stylesheets out of existing ones).

xsl:attribute
xsl:cdata
xsl:comment
xsl:entity-ref
xsl:pi
xsl:script
xsl:eval

Table 3-12 Advanced XSL Elements

In the following text, we introduce the actions necessary for displaying data by means of
stylesheets. A XML document serves as input and certain pattern or filters are applied.
Matching nodes of the XML document specify the output (e.g. HTML tags, text and contents
of the XML nodes). The XSL processing instructions are called templates (for specifying the
target nodes a set of style instructions will apply to). These templates specify a pattern or a
filter that can accurately target the style information they contain (style information for
specific elements or groups of elements).
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3.7.4 XSL-Example 1

The following example (figure 3-21) demonstrates the way a simple XSL Style sheet works.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-xsl">

<xsl:template match="/">
<HTML><BODY>
<xsl:value-of />
</BODY></HTML>

</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

Figure 3-21 A Simple XSL Stylesheet (1)

Some explanation may help to interpret the source code of figure 3-21:
(1) Match=“/“: this pattern means the following part matches to the root element
(2) Value-of: this instruction (called the action) means: “evaluate the content of the

node and its descendants as text and insert it into the output document”
(3) Other text (HTML code in this example) is output.

The sample XML-document (from the previous chapter) would be rendered as shown in
figure 3-22.

Maurer Hermann Sammer Peter Feiner Johannes

Figure 3-22 XSL Rendered Output (1)

3.7.5 XSL-Example 2

The example shown in figure 3-23 is more complex. It applies user-defined templates (1) for
elements, which match a given pattern (2).

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-xsl">

<xsl:template match="/">
<HTML><BODY>
<xsl:apply-templates select="//PERSON" />
</BODY></HTML>

</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="PERSON">

<P><xsl:value-of /> </P>
</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>

Figure 3-23 A Simple XSL Stylesheet (2)

Explanation of figure 3-23:
(1) Apply-template select=“//PERSON“: apply the template for all entries called “PERSON”

(and its descendants) at this place.
(2) Template match=”PERSON”: does the actual insertion of HTML-tags and text.

(1) Matching

(2) Data (Value)

(3) HTML text

(1) apply-templates

(2) template match
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The sample XML document from above would be rendered as shown in figure 3-24:

Maurer Hermann
Sammer Peter
Feiner Johannes

Figure 3-24 XSL Rendered Output (2)

3.7.6 XSL-Pattern Matching Syntax

To deepen the understanding we give a further explanation about the pattern matching syntax
within XSL files.

There are two ways of specifying nodes:

• by the position of the node (or nodes) within the hierarchy of the source document
• by the application of a filter that selectively targets one or more nodes

Sample path operators are shown in table 3-13.

/ Child path operator. E.g.: /IICM_PERSONS/PERSON means the child of
root: IICM_PERSONS and again its child PERSON

// Recursive descent path operator. E.g.: //LASTNAME means the element
LASTNAME at any level

. Current context. E.g.: ./LASTNAME the element LASTNAME in the
current context (=node)

@ The “at” operator refers to an attribute of the current element. E.g.:
PERSON/@person_status refers to the attribute person_status of the node
PERSON

* Wildcard for all of the elements of attributes. E.g.: PERSON/* means all
elements of the node person (regardless of the name) or PERSON/@*
means all attributes of the node PERSON

[] The index of the attribute or node (if not specified all elements are
returned) E.g.: /IICM_PERSONS/PERSON[0] means the first PERSON
entry or //PERSON[end()] means the last node

Table 3-13 XSL Pattern Matching Syntax - Path Operators

For extensive use there are even loops and other decision structures provided by XSL as
shown in table 3-14.

xsl:for-each
xsl:if
xsl:choose
xsl:when
xsl:otherwise

Table 3-14 Programming Features of XSL
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3.7.7 XSL-Example 3

This third example (figure 3-25) combines several features of XSL.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-xsl">

<xsl:template match="/">
<HTML><BODY>
list of persons (no students):
<HR />
<xsl:for-each select=".//PERSON[@person_status $ne$ 'student']"

 order-by="+LASTNAME; +FIRSTNAME">
<xsl:apply-templates select="LASTNAME" />
<xsl:apply-templates select="FIRSTNAME" />

</xsl:for-each>
<HR />by John 1999
</BODY></HTML>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="LASTNAME">
<P><li>
<xsl:value-of />
<xsl:if match="*[. $eq$ 'Maurer']">

<B> (Head of Institute)</B>
</xsl:if>
</li></P>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="FIRSTNAME">
.......<xsl:value-of />

</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

Figure 3-25 XSL Simple Stylesheet (3)

(1) Loop: A loop can be implemented by using the "xsl:for-each" statement.
(2) Sorting: Sorting of data is possible by setting the order-by attribute.

The stylesheet (explained in figure 3-25) would produce an output similar to figure 3-26.

list of persons:

•  Maurer (Head of Institute)
.......Hermann
•  Sammer
.......Peter

by John 1999

Figure 3-26 XSL Rendered Output (3)

Note: XSL has not been formalised into a finished W3C Recommendation until now (October 1999). We relate to
the actual implementation in IE5.

(1) Loop

(2) Sorting
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3.8 XML in Conjunction With XSL Stylesheets
As mentioned before data coming out of the local database is processed by means of PERL
scripts. That is necessary for converting the output data in legal XML format. As example a
screenshot of exported person data is given in figure 3-27. Rendered to HTML by the build-in
XSL-style sheet of Internet Explorer 5.0.

Figure 3-27 Guests XML-Tree Rendered by IE5 Default Style

For each of the XML-files some stylesheets must be created. The stylesheets are independent
of the contents. Therefore updating data is easy, because it does not affect any layout-defining
file. Vice versa if the layout is changed, the data-files are not affected.

Figure 3-28 The File-Tree of XSL-Files for an XML-Data-File

Figure 3-28 shows, that several style sheets exist, each for slight different layout. Three for
the sort filed (date, name, topic), two for the sort-order (down or up) and two for languages
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(English, German). Note: the first three html-files (controls.htm, graduand_default.htm,
results.htm) are just for the surrounding frameset with its frames. These files use the
stylesheets dynamically. Some JavaScript code calls the single style sheets on demand. The
results are shown in figure 3-29. (In that case the "name_down_de.xsl" stylesheet for "name",
"down" and "German" was selected.)

Figure 3-29 Graduands Rendered By A Stylesheet

As shown in the example in figure 3-29, no reloading of large data files is necessary. It is
sufficient to select a different stylesheets for getting another layout (e.g. for resetting the sort
order). Just very small files (mostly smaller than 5k) containing other stylesheets may be
fetched from the server, if not already in the local cache.
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The language selection (see figure 3-30 for German and figure 3-31 for English) by means of
different style sheets produces similar lists, but in different languages. According to the
stylesheet selected, the German or the English texts and fields of XML data are displayed.

Figure 3-30 German Style Sheet Figure 3-31 English Style Sheet

When imitating a sequence, some JavaScript code enables the selection of single nodes within
the XML data. The contents of this node is then rendered according to the stylesheet. Again
reloading is not necessary either. (Images may be loaded, but the text data is already locally
available when moving to the next or previous entry.)

Figure 3-32 A Sequence in JavaScript and XSL

The example in figure 3-32 is a demo of first experiments with automatically generated local
sequences.
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3.9 Comparison of Software Tools
Several different software possibilities for implementing automation tasks had been possible.
We compared the possibilities of e.g. Unix bash shell, programs in Delphi (see
[Warken1997]), Access, Fortran (see [Wagener1998]), C++, command line features and DOS
commands. At last we chose following languages for MUCH: PERL, Visual Basic for
Application (VBA) and JavaScript (or short JScript) for different requirements each. These
tools and programming languages have proved suiting for the divers tasks needed. To
emphasize the importance of the programming languages selected and used during the
development of this project, they are discussed in the following sections. We give reasons
why and for which task we chose each of the tools or languages.

3.9.1 Access for the Local Database

As mentioned above the local database was implemented in Access The input facilities and
possibilities are excellent. E.g. forms can be accustomed to suit the needs concerning input
order and predefined values. User identification, logging and statistics are just a few features
of many more. One of the greatest disadvantage of Access is its behaviour when internal
errors occur. In such cases Access terminates without any warnings or error messages –
without informing the surprised user what has happened. All in all, Access is a very
comprehensive data processing engine (providing graphical user interface even for such
technical things as setting table relationships52). Macro programming does not provide enough
flexibility when working intensively with MS-Access (see [Barker1997] and
[WWW_Microsoft]), so one must switch to programming in Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA). The integrated development environment (IDE) is rather useful for interactively
designing “with a move of the mouse” but also for coding in VBA. This BASIC dialect is an
interpreting language with compilation option and modern debugging features. The language
itself is still BASIC. Neither exception handling is possible nor object-oriented (OO) coding,
features many other modern programming language support. For exception handling we
implemented work-arounds.

                                                
52 [Kroenke1998] gives the necessary background for relational database processing.
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Following block of code (figure 3-33) from the IICM.MDB module Tools demonstrates a few
of the problems (situations, when OO-programming and exception handling would be
preferable).

Public Sub make_yellow(frm As Form)
    On Error GoTo make_yellow_err
    frm.ActiveControl.BackColor = vbYellow
make_yellow_exit:
    Exit Sub
make_yellow_err:
    Resume make_yellow_exit
End Sub

Public Sub Unmake_yellow(frm As Form)
  On Error GoTo unmake_yellow_err
    frm.ActiveControl.BackColor = vbWhite
unmake_yellow_exit:
    Exit Sub
unmake_yellow_err:
    Resume unmake_yellow_exit
End Sub

Figure 3-33 Error Handling in Visual Basic

The problems are explained by following example of switching the colour of a data-entry
field in a form to yellow when entering the field:

• No inheritance for forms is supported; a global subroutine is necessary.
• Forms are not really objects in the sense of object oriented programming, hence user

defined method’s are not supported (see (2) in figure 3-33).
• Each subroutine must be called separately (which is a lot of work).
• No exception handling is supported, so that GOTOs are necessary for catching an

exception (see (1) and (3) in figure 3-33).

Although the interpreter allows compiling and the integrated developing environment are
convenient, this little example from above shows the lack of some modern programming
features in MS-Access.
Note: An advantage is the following: MS-Office Products work together within Visual Basic. So calling functions

of Word or Excel is not complicated.

(1) Labels and Goto-statement are
necessary for catching an exception.

(2) Public Procedures, because no Object
oriented programming possible.

(3) Work-arounds, because exception
handling is not supported.
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3.9.2 PERL for Data-Conversion, Uploading and Automation

Three great virtues of a programmer: laziness, impatience, and hubris.
- Larry Wall

Larry Wall gave us the solution for his finding: Practical Extraction and Report Language
(PERL)53. With the functionality delivered by PERL-Scripts it is extremely easy to modify
text files. In those special cases used for MUCH, XML-files have to be converted. For
instance when generating special characters for language specific characters (e.g. ö, ä or ü)
and for uploading automation (moving files onto the Hyperwave Information Server).

The scripting language PERL (Practical Extraction and Report Language) was created as
improved scripting language for Unix shells (by Larry Wall, see [Wall1996] and also
[Deep1997] and [Hajji1998] or the Web pages of [WWW_PERL] and [WWW_PERL_AS]).
Due to the large archive of scripts and modules available in the well organised
Comprehensive PERL Archive Network CPAN one can feel the advantage of reuse. (This
situation is a little bit like the “LEGO approach” (see [Uhle1998]), the plugging of objects in
object oriented languages (see [Ackermann1996]). PERL has to be installed on the local PCs.
This requires for instance downloading and installing the package from Active State
[WWW_PERL_AS]. Figure 3-34 shows how to display the current version (of PERL
executives installed on the computer) by entering "perl -v" in the command line.

Figure 3-34 PERL on a Windows NT Computer

Unfortunately, the PERL distributions do work slightly different on WinNT and Win98
computers (in some case).

                                                
53 Practical Extraction and Report Language see [WWW_PERL] online or for example [Hajji1998].
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About PERL Scripts

The scripts are written in PERL for a fast and reliable execution. The scripts may be rather
cryptic or easy to understand (and maintain) dependent on the programmer’s style.
Figure 3-35 shows the default part of an PERL script we used for documentation and
information reasons.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w
use tools;&tools::initializing_this_script();
print "####################################################################\n";
print "#  do_logging.pl (feb 1999, by john f.)                                                                           #\n";
print "#                                                                                                                                     #\n";
print "# erstellt von jeder ein/ausgabe eine                                                                             #\n";
print "# kopie auf dem log-file                                                                                                  #\n";
print "####################################################################\n";
use strict;
#----------------------------SET DEFAULTS--------------------------------------
my $logfile      ="log.log";
my $logallfile   ="log_all.log";
my $errorfile    ="err.log";
my $errorallfile ="err_all.log";
#----------------------------READ ARGS-----------------------------------------
...

Figure 3-35 Perl Scripts - Explainatory Text

Figure 3-36 (1) shows how command line arguments are extracted and handled. E.g. some
help text is output when the script is called with argument "-h" (2).

…
#----------------------------READ ARGS-----------------------------------------
while (@ARGV) {

my $arg=shift @ARGV;
if ($arg =~ m#^(-|/)h#i)

{die "txt2xml.pl (optional) parameters:\n".
 " -i (immediate = not interacitve)\n".
 " -b (base dir)         [default=$basedir]\n".
 " -m (mark-file-filter) [default=@filter]\n".
 " -h (help)\n";};

if ($arg =~ m#^(-|/)i#i) {$immediate=1;};
if ($arg =~ s#^(-|/)b##i) {$basedir = $arg ? $arg : shift @ARGV;}
if ($arg =~ s#^(-|/)m##i) {@filter = ($arg ? $arg : shift @ARGV);}

};
#----------------------------GET INFO------------------------------------------
….

Figure 3-36 PERL Scripts - Procession Command Line Options

PERL scripts written by us provide a rather explorative description54, because we believe that
it is better to provide interactive behaviour and well documented source. Interactive behaviour
means, that each default value is printed out and new values can be input if required.

                                                
54 Help appears, when starting the PERL-Script with the command line option –h or /h

Text output for explaining what
the script does

(1) Handling command line
arguments

(2) Displaying help text if
required (option -h or /h)
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3.9.3 Jscript for Dynamic HTML-Files

Though scripting languages can be learned without difficulty, they have a number of
disadvantages. Different behaviour when run on the competing browsers of Microsoft
[WWW_Microsoft] and Netscape [WWW_Netscape] (see also [Reynolds1996]). Often
JavaScript or Jscript is handled in books about Dynamic HTML [Goodman1998].
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3.10 Conversion of Data into XML
After the detailed description of XML and XSL in the previous sections (3.6 to 3.7) we
describe in this section how we converted data (which we exported from the local database)
into XML.

3.10.1 Converting Exported Data

The XML-files exported by the local database are in plain text. See also section 3.5.10, figure
3-16. The data is marked up with XML tags, but some details must be adjusted. Such as
inserting the proper beginning and ending of the file. Following text, as shown in figure 3-37
must be wrapped around the text in the export-file.

<?xml version=\"1.0\" ?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl" href="$FILE.xsl" ?>

<DOCUMENT xmlns:HTML="http://www.w3.org/Profiles/XHTML-transitional">
…
...
</DOCUMENT>

Figure 3-37 Header to Insert for Valid XML Files

Note: The $FILE will be the name of the current file. And the suiting stylesheet $File.xsl  must be created by the
programmer, in cooperation with a Web designer, according to the needs.

Converting the special chars just by plain replacement (see figure 3-38, an excerpt of the
PERL script "Text to XML" txt2xml.pl).

...
# remove the special chars out of the text!
# see Unicode-char-table windows-char - font=system
#   @=64,A=65,B=66,...,a=97,b=98,...,z=122,
#   ...
s/ß/&#223;/g;
s/à/&#224;/g;
s/á/&#225;/g;
s/é/&#233;/g;
s/ê/&#234;/g;
s/ë/&#235;/g;
…

Figure 3-38 PERL Scripts - Replacement of Special Character

Grouping of the XML-data is done in the script txt2xml.pl if the element GROUPEDBY is
found within an exported data-row. Any entry is compared with to the following entry. If the
contents of the two GROUPEDBY elements are equal, then the end-item-tag </ITEM> of the
first and the begin- item-tag <ITEM> of the second are removed.

(1) Header

(2) Namespace

(3)Begin and End Tags

Each line replaces one
character.
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3.11  Automated Uploading on the Server
After preparing all files required, one can begin with the upload of files. With the help of
Hyperwave’s Virtual Folder or by the Hyperwave Command Line Tools the task is not
difficult. Then, with first pages on the server, reactions and feedback can be gathered. Design
is a dynamic progress with steady improvements necessary.

3.11.1 Import onto the Server

The import onto the Hyperwave Information Server was done by means of Virtual Folders.
HMI-files have been provided for instance to hide some documents or to set the attribute of a
document to FullCollectionHead. Some automated collection creation and linking was done
later by means of the Hyperwave Server Tools (in conjunction with PERL-scripts).

3.11.2 Uploading with Virtual Folders

Figure 3-39 shows a part of the Windows Explorer window. With Virtual Folders installed,
the Explorer integrates a remote server into a special network environment called Hyperwave
Neighborhood. Similar to remote access to directories and files on other computer in a
network the Virtual Folders reflect the collection structure of a remote Hyperwave
Information Server.

Figure 3-39 Virtual Folders  within the Windows Explorer

3.11.3 Uploading with Hyperwave Tools

Several Hyperwave (command line) tools can be called by PERL-Scripts. This offers the great
advantage, that default values are already stored in a script. Hence the user just has to
acknowledge the input suggested (or change it). (See [Nielsen1993], For sake of usability the
memory load is reduced.) Additional to this advantage log-files can be written by the scripts.

(1) Hyperwave
Neighborhood

(3) Remote
Collections on a
remote Server

(2) Remote
Hyperwave
Information Server
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Strictly speaking two log-files are generated: One that logs the actions happening currently
and another one, which accumulates the loggings (does not delete old entries). The first can
be searched fast; the second can be used to find out what has happened long ago at previous
executions of the script.

3.12 Going Online
After upload (see section 3.11) files can be viewed and browsed online. In this section we
provide some screenshots to give the reader an impression about the demo project for MUCH,
the MUPID presentation.

3.12.1 First Drafts

A first draft of the MUCH Homepage (Spring 1999) is shown in figure 3-40.

Figure 3-40 MUCH First Draft – Welcome Page
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The final layout for the project MUCH is planned to be developed by specialists in a next step
(in the year 2000). Some further instructive screenshots are shown in figure 3-41 to figure 3-
42 about the project MUPID.

Figure 3-41 MUPID Project
(First Drafts)

Figure 3-42 MUPID
Bibliography (First Drafts)

Figure 3-43 MUPID The Beginnings (First Drafts)

The © - Sign beside each picture (e.g. see figures 3-41 to 3-42) is a link to the bibliography
(figure 3-43), the source of the information. Besides this example emphasizes the importance
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of always referencing the sources. For a large project like MUCH, it is important to know
where the documents are from.

3.13  Offline CD-ROM / DVD Creation
As mentioned at the beginning of this paper every step in design and implementation for
MUCH has been done with something special in mind: the offline version for a CD-ROM (or
DVD). Currently we are working on scripts which can imitate some features of Hyperwave
for the offline version. Parallel to that, we implement sequences using XML and XSL
combined with Jscript. Latter would run as well online and offline without restrictions. The
searching features may be done for example by the AltaVista offline CD-ROM full text
search index. (An evaluation copy can be found at [WWW2_AltaVista]).
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3.14  Documentation and Help
Help – I need somebody

- Beatles

We created on the one hand online help files for developers and on the other hand help
information in tables within the database.

3.14.1 Online Help for MUCH Developers

Online documentation is not necessary for browsing the MUCH Web site. Due to the status of
a static museum, we have no need to teach the users additional skills. Conventional browsing
behaviour can be taken for granted.

Figure 3-44 Internal Documentation (First Draft)

But help for the developers and data-processing members of the group is provided (see figure
3-44).

3.14.2 Offline Documentation within the Local Database

Problems, bugs, side effects, experiences, default values and functions are written down and
documented within the database. This means noting who has faced any problem (the date the
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problem occurred and the attempts to approach a solution) may help other developers to avoid
experiencing the same mistakes.

3.15  Further Ideas for MUCH
There are some ideas, which could be implemented in future projects. The following list is a
brainstorming result, neither checked nor tested for consequences to the current
implementation:

- XML specific search functions.
- A timeline with interactively aging people.
- Video introduction by the head of the institute.
- Interactive shows (implemented as push media with functions such as shuffle play and

random play).
- Statistics.
- Guest book.
- Quiz (E.g.: How fast runs a MUPID?).

3.16  Summary
I have gathered a lot of very interesting experiences along the road. Some aspects of modern
Web design occurred like programming in HTML, DHTML, Jscript, Visual Basic, PERL and
last but not least XML and XSL.
On implementing the first steps for MUCH, we executed a lot of divergent tasks. We did data
acquisition, settled standards for divers document formats, fixed the themes, settled naming
conventions, outlined the local structure and the server structure, implemented a local
database for data entry, and (after learning about several programming languages, XML and
XSL) we performed conversion and upload of the files. At last we wrote some documentation
and made up our minds about further, future ideas for MUCH.
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4 Summary

This paper comprises fundamental steps necessary for MUCH. It covers the development
from the first concept to the actual implementation of a sample online museum named
“Museum Unseres Computer Hinterhofes” (MUCH). Additionally a short outlook into the
future of the project MUCH is given.

Conclusions and Consequences

The first and most important step is the making up of a concept. This holds for each Web
server; this holds even for each larger software product. The definition of the aim of the
particular Web site, setting up a target user-profile and making up ones mind about features
needed to reach the customers, is essential for success.

In the actual case we implemented the first version of the larger project MUCH. The aim, on
the one hand, was to improve the contact to former members guests and lecturers of the
institute. On the other hand, potential partners in the industry should be able to get a proper
impression of know-how and resources available at the Institute for Information Processing
and Computer Supported New Media (IICM). For this reason we decided to provide several
presentations  concerning the IICM about as divers aspects as people, education, equipment
and stories. Facing that much information to process and to present, special proceeding-rules
had to be settled for a successful management of the project. Thoroughly structured data, for
instance information about former and current staff members, lectures held and conferences
organised were converted into final presentations the following way: After documenting the
sources the material comes from, the data is entered into a local, easy-to-handle database.
This implemented local database offers all levels of functionality, from simple data input to
complex automated export features. Further necessary steps are automated export and
conversion of data. Thereby a local structure as well as the server structure had to be defined.
Delivery of layouts and uploading onto the server follow. Equal proceedings are necessary
for creation and uploading of short, medium and long presentations of certain projects.

We also briefly focused on divergent software tools available and on programming languages
which assist the Web site design and maintenance. Background about eXtensibel Meta
Language (XML) and eXtensible Stylesheet language (XSL) have been delivered, useful
techniques for enhancing modern Web pages.
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Outlook

We have looked at how all the work is done. We examined the nature of designing and
creating large Web sites and the necessary data acquisition and pre-processing. Now we dare
a short look into the future  of MUCH. The final product will be a Web site with following
contents and features:

• Presentation of the members and former members of the institute.
• Presentations and an overview of former and current projects
• Information about people's educational work, about lectures and presentations done for the

institute.
• Some information about the building where he IICM is located (Schießstattgasse 4a

probably until autumn 2000).
• Last, but not least the presentation will be pepped up by an informal part containing some

funny stories and happenings.

Additionally an offline version suitable for giving away on CD-ROM or DVD is planned.

In the following appendix (chapter 5), we provide some further information like samples of
source code of scripts, a comparison of HTML editors and at last a list of usability heuristics
(by Nielson [Nielsen1993]). A glossary (chapter 6) and bibliography (chapter 7) follow.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Milestones for Project MUCH
Milestone Task

* Initialization of the project.
Draft of Concept for the presentations on the server.
Concept for local Database.
Potential changings and adaptions deadline.

* Fixing of the design for the concept.
Implementation of the local  database.
Deliver of structure for the prototype on the server.
First Export tests on the local database
Test-conversion of the data to the formats needed.
First upload and online tests
Designing of concept for layout.
Implementing graphics for the layout.
Integration of the graphics into the layout.
Test of layout and navigation.

* Fixing layout.
* Deadline for navigational changings and changings in the graphical user

interface.
* Last Hyperwave version upgrade.

Correction of errors concerning user interface and navigation.
* Certification of user interface and navigation.

Data aquisition.
* Last data deliveries.

Data preprocessing.
Data entry into local database
Implementing export templates for local database.
Conversion of data in final formats.
Digitisation of images.
Digitisation of slides and photos.
Image preprocessing and enhancement.

* Import of data onto the server and last tests.
* Last possible error messages and bug reports.

Correction of errors.
* Inspection of the whole project.
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5.2 A Global Module for PERL-Scripts (tools.pm)
The module “Tools.pm" (see figure 5-45) is a collection of necessary functions needed by
many other PERL-scripts.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w
####################################################################
#  a collection of some simple routines (feb 1999, by Johannes Feiner)                       #
####################################################################
package tools;
require      Exporter;
@ISA       = qw(Exporter);
@EXPORT    = qw();
#---------------------------exported-functions--------------------------------#
@EXPORT_OK = qw(get_pwd

,initializing_this_script
,positive_answer,
,input_string);

use strict;
###########################--S-U-B-S--#########################################
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
;# Usage: get_pwd(hostname,username)
;#        returns password
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
sub get_pwd{
#----------------------------READ ARGS-----------------------------------------

my $Host=$_[0];
my $User=$_[1];

#----------------------------MAIN----------------------------------------------
    my $pwd="";my $a="";

print "\nEnter passwort please (user=$User, host $Host): \n";
syswrite STDOUT,"\n",1; # flush output! (=make question readable)
while (length($pwd) eq 0) {

$pwd=<STDIN>;chomp $pwd;
};

    return $pwd;
}
#----------------------------END-----------------------------------------------
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
;# Usage: input_string(question_text)
;#        returns answer
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
sub input_string{

my $question=$_[0];
    my $result="";

print "\n$question:";
syswrite STDOUT,"\n",1; # flush output! (=make question readable)
while (length($result) eq 0) {

$result=<STDIN>;chomp $result;};
    return $result;
};
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
;# Usage: initializing_this_script()
;#        duplicate STDERR-output to STDOUT
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
sub initializing_this_script{

# used for redirection of the output
# redirects STDERR to STDOUT!
# (but enabling questions -> see ok_proceed)
open STDERR, ">&STDOUT" or die "Can't dup stdout";
select STDOUT; $| = 1;         # make unbuffered
select STDERR; $| = 1;         # make unbuffered

}
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
;# Usage: positive_answer("question-text")
;#        returns true if answer was jJyY
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
sub positive_answer{

# asks for (J/N) - input
# and returns true if input = "j" or "Y" or "y" or "J"
my $question = $_[0];my $a="";
print "\n$question (J/N)? \nn\r";
syswrite STDOUT,"  Your answer: ",15;  # neccessary to flush buffered stdout-text
read STDIN,$a,1; # read input(=answer)
syswrite STDOUT,"$a\n" ,2;
if ($a =~ /^(j|y)/i) {

return 1 } # the answer was yes/ja
else{

return 0;}; # any other entry
}
1;

Figure 5-45 Code Sample: Perl Module tools.pm
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5.3 Code-Sample: Conversion of XML-Files
(txt2xml.pl)

Figure 5-46 shows a part of the PERL script „txt2xml.pl“ which converts the exported files
(form the local database) into legal XML files.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w
#use tools;&tools::initializing_this_script();
print "####################################################################\n";
print "#  converting a txt file to xml-script (feb 1999, by Johannes Feiner)                             #\n";
print "####################################################################\n";
use strict;
use Cwd;
#----------------------------SET DEFAULTS--------------------------------------
my $basedir = cwd();
my @filter = ('*.txt');
my $immediate;
#----------------------------READ ARGS-----------------------------------------
while (@ARGV) {

my $arg=shift @ARGV;
if ($arg =~ m#^(-|/)h#i)

{die "txt2xml.pl (optional) parameters:\n".
 " -i (immediate = not interacitve)\n".
 " -b (base dir)         [default=$basedir]\n".
 " -m (mark-file-filter) [default=@filter]\n".
 " -h (help)\n";};

if ($arg =~ m#^(-|/)i#i) {$immediate=1;};
if ($arg =~ s#^(-|/)b##i) {$basedir = $arg ? $arg : shift @ARGV;}
if ($arg =~ s#^(-|/)m##i) {@filter = ($arg ? $arg : shift @ARGV);}

};
#----------------------------GET INFO------------------------------------------
my @ALL_FILES=&get_files(@filter,$basedir);
my @FILES=();my $f;
foreach $f (@ALL_FILES) {

 push (@FILES,$f) ;
}
die "No (@filter)-file(s) to create.\n" if not @FILES;
#----------------------------DISPLAY INFO--------------------------------------
if (not defined($immediate)){
print <<INFO;
txt2xml converter - adding xml-head to following files-types:
  "@filter"
in directory:
  "$basedir"
...

INFO
print "This means i have to create xml-files for files:\n";
foreach (@FILES) {print "  $_\n"};
if (not &tools::positive_answer("\nWollen Sie die txt files nun in xml – files convertieren?")) {
   die "Na dann Tschuess...\n";};
};
#----------------------------MAIN----------------------------------------------
&convert2xml(@FILES);
#----------------------------END-----------------------------------------------

#######################--S-U-B-S--##################
...

Figure 5-46 Code Sample: Conversions with Script txt2xml.pl
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5.4 Code Sample: Language Selection (with Cookies)
The language selection is implemented by JavaScript code. For the selected language a cookie
is set. These excerpts (figure 5-47) from the file javascripts.scr show which functions are
invoked by dynamic HTML page.

...
function language_is_en(){

//returns true if cookie is set to "en" (returns false otherwise)
    if (document.cookie.indexOf('_prefered=lang:',0) < 1){//no cookie available!

document.cookie = 'lang_prefered=lang:en'} //set default
    var start=document.cookie.indexOf('_prefered=lang:',0)+15;
    var stop=document.cookie.indexOf(';',start);
    if (stop < 1){stop=(start + 2);};
    return (document.cookie.substring(start,stop)=='en');
}
function language_switch_to(lang){

document.cookie = 'lang_prefered=lang:' + lang ;
document.cookie +='; path=/';

    //name of current used stylesheet (without "_de.xsl" or "_en.xsl")
xsldoc=styleURL.substring(0,styleURL.indexOf('.xsl',0)-3);

    changeXSL(xsldoc);
};

function language_switch(){
if (language_is_en()){

language_switch_to('de');}
else{

language_switch_to('en');}
};
...

Figure 5-47 Code Sample: Language selection with JavaScript

On clicking a flag (see figure 5-48 and 5-49) the function language_switch() is called.

Figure 5-48 Language Selection (German) Figure 5-49 Language Selection (English)
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5.5 Code Sample: Sequences (with DOM)
This sample code in figure 5-50 shows which instructions are processed, when the next or
previous button is pressed.

...
function prev(){

if (currNode.previousSibling) {
innerHTML_next=currNode.firstChild.text + next_on;
currentNo--;
currNode=currNode.previousSibling;
if (currNode.previousSibling) {

innerHTML_prev= prev_on + currNode.previousSibling.firstChild.text; }
else {

innerHTML_prev=prev_off; }
innerHTML_status=currentNo+'/' + count;
source=currNode;

 document.all.item("xslResults").innerHTML =source.transformNode(style);
update_buttons();

};
};
function next(){

if (currNode.nextSibling) {
innerHTML_prev=prev_on + currNode.firstChild.text;
currentNo++;
currNode=currNode.nextSibling;
if (currNode.nextSibling){

innerHTML_next=currNode.nextSibling.firstChild.text + next_on; }
else {

innerHTML_next=next_off; }
innerHTML_status=currentNo+'/' + count;

      source=currNode;
    document.all.item("xslResults").innerHTML =

source.transformNode(style);
update_buttons();

};
};
...

Figure 5-50 Code Sample: Sequences with JavaScript

These functions are invoked by clicking one a button (see figure 5-51) for moving forward or
backward.

Figure 5-51 XML-Sequence: Next and Previous Buttons

Note that the numbers of elements, the current selected element, the name of the next element,
the name of the previous element (if available) are displayed. Additionally the button is
disabled, if the move is not possible. That means for example moving to the next entry is not
possible when being already at the last element of the sequence.
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5.6 Comparison of HTML-Editors
Several pages for presentation had to be created for MUCH. To accommodate this task a
“What You See Is What You Get” WYSIWYG editor may be used. This comparison of
HTML-Editors should make anybody aware of very different approaches made by each
software company. The range of products goes from support for casual users (Netscape
Composer) to full-featured professional products (like Page Mill from Adobe). Some
programmers are still programming HTML with a plain text editor such as Editpad in order to
produce a clear and tidy source code.

5.6.1 Netscape Composer

Editing pages with Netscape Composer has several disadvantages. It does not support editing
of more than one page at a time. Moreover, you have to open several windows when editing
things like alternative text for a picture.

5.6.2 Microsoft Front Page

Microsoft Front Page can cope with whole Web sites and supports pre-defined parts (like your
company-logo) that can be inserted at any place automatically. The disadvantage is, that the
HTML source produced is littered with internal comments and functions, hence the source is
hard do debug.

5.6.3 Adobe Page Mill

Adobe Page Mill provides best support for creating whole Web sites. It does link checking
within all the documents within a site, but can do that for external links too. The user interface
is very practical (a bit APPLE©-like) and powerful. The generated HTML source code is very
tidy, too.
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5.7 Comparison of Available Browsers
The MUCH Web site can be surfed with the Internet Explorer IE5, which provides built-in
XML and XSL capabilities. For several presentations (which did not require XML features),
we checked the rendering of pages created with both competing browsers: Netscape and
Internet Explorer.

5.7.1 Netscape Navigator

Doesn’t support XML until now (October 1999), but the announcement has already been
made. As the Netscape55 source is open to the public some developers have begun to
implement extensions for XML-file handling.

5.7.2 Internet Explorer

The only commonly used browser supporting an XML parser and a built-in XML to HTML-
conversion capability. 56 This is the reason for using a browser Microsoft product.

5.8 Features of Some Useful Tools
In the following section we describe some useful tools which facilitate our work at the project
MUCH: LView (image processing), PERL (scripting language for manipulation text files and
for system management tasks), Editpad (text editor) and Hypersnap (producing snapshots).

5.8.1 LView

LView is a very small (and hence fast) tool, which provides basic functions needed for
processing your acquired image-data57: loading and storing multiple file formats, changing the
size of the pictures or even some picture-pre-processing (like darkening or blurring the
image). LView is available at http://www.lview.com (Shareware).

5.8.2 PERL

Many automation tasks have to be performed at the MUCH project (e.g. converting text files,
upload files onto the server). A tool very useful for developers at Windows systems is PERL,
because the standard command-line does not provide enough functionality (compared with a
UNIX-shell) for efficient or complex tasks. PERL is an interpreted language optimised for
scanning arbitrary text files, extracting information from those text files, and printing reports
based on that information.  It is also a suitable language for many system management tasks.

                                                
55 See [WWW_Netscape] for latest information about the implementation of XML-features
56 See [WWW_Microsoft] for downloading the current version of internet explorer
57 For deep in understanding of any function used in digital image processing and computer graphics see [Gonzalez1992] and [Foley1992].
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The language is intended to be practical (easy to use, efficient, complete) rather than beautiful
(tiny, elegant, minimal). Besides it is (nearly) platform-independent. Get PERL at
http://www.perl.com (Freeware). See also [WWW_PERL] for general information and Active
State [WWW_PERL_AS] for a Windows Version (Executables).

5.8.3 Editpad

For MUCH many text files (e.g.: HTML-files, log-files, PERL-scripts) must be viewed and
edited. Editpad58 is an editor like the MS Windows Notepad. But it is much more. Editpad has
some additional features.
Editpad can:

• Work with multiple files opened
• Search and replace fast and efficiently
• Open as many files as you want at the same time
• Change between the open files by clicking on tabs
• Open (more) files you wish to edit within the existing Editpad window.

(This means there will be at most one Editpad window open, which will save you a lot
of task switching.)

• Stay on top of all other windows
• Cope with block functions (for instance save parts of your text to disk, insert a file in

the current text)
• Specify many print settings (e.g.: font, margins, headers/footers, line spacing)
• Reopen a menu that lists the last 16 files opened
• Configure the open and save dialog file filters
• Do ANSI <=> OEM (DOS ASCII) conversion
• Support MAPI

Editpad has been written by Jan Goyvaerts (Lerrekensstraat 5 2220 Heist-op-den-Berg,
Belgium) who would like to get a postcard for it. Editpad can be download at
http://www.ping.be/jg/ (Postcard ware).

5.8.4 Hypersnap

Most snapshots for MUCH have been taken with Hypersnap (see [WWW2_Hypersnap]).
With Hypersnap (by Greg Kochaniak) it is extremely easy to capture a window, the whole
screen or just a part of the screen. It also offers the useful function to snapshot and scroll
down automatically. Hence you can produce snapshots of long Web pages. Get it at
http://www.hyperionics.com (Try-Out Version or 25$ registration fee).

                                                
58 Editpad [WWW2_EDITPAD]has been written by Jan Goyvaerts (Lerrekensstraat 5 2220 Heist-op-den-Berg, Belgium). Download at

http://www.ping.be/jg/ (Postcard ware).
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5.9 Usability Heuristics
The principles stated in table 5-15 have been collected by Jakob Nielsen59. These ten rules
should be followed by user interface designers.

Simple and natural
dialogue

Dialogues should not contain information that is irrelevant or rarely
needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with
the relevant units of information and diminishes their relative
visibility. All Information should appear in a natural and logical
order.

Speak the users’
language

The dialogue should be expressed clearly in words, phrases and
concepts familiar to the user, rather than in system-oriented terms.

Minimise the users’
memory load

The user should not have to remember information from one part of
the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should be
visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate.

Consistency Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing.

Feedback The system should always keep users informed about what is going
on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.

Clearly marked exits Users often choose systems functions by mistake and will need a
clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted state
without having to go through an extended dialogue.

Shortcuts Accelerators – unseen by the novice users – may often speed up the
interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both
inexperienced and experienced users.

Good error messages They should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely
indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a soluti
on.

Prevent errors Even better than good error messages is a careful design that
prevents a problem from occurring in the first place.

Help and
documentation

Even though it is better if the system can be used without
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and
documentation. Any such information should be easy to find, be
focused on the user’s task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and
should not be too large.

Table 5-15 Usability Heuristics by Jakob Nielsen

                                                
59 See [Nielsen1993] chapter five “Usability Heuristics”
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6 Glossary

Some often used acronyms and abbreviations in modern Internet slang:

ANSI American National Standards Institute
API Application Programming Interface
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASP Active Server Pages

A specification for a dynamically created Web page with an .ASP extension that contain either
Visual Basic or Jscript code. When a browser requests an ASP page, the Web server
generates a page with HTML code and sends it back to the browser. So ASP pages are
similar to CGI scripts, but they enable Visual Basic programmers to work with familiar
tools. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

BTX Bildschirmtext;  German for Videotext
C0, C1 Standards in the VTX System
CAI Computer Assisted Instruction
CBL Computer Based Learning
CD-ROM Compact Disc Read Only Memory
CDF Channel Definition Format

CERN Research Centre in Switzerland
CGI Common Gateway Interface

Scripts in languages like PERL or just plain Unix-scripts provide dynamic
information on Web pages.
Abbreviation of Common Gateway Interface, a specification for transferring information

between a World Wide Web server and a CGI program. A CGI program is any program
designed to accept and return data that conforms to the CGI specification. The program
could be written in any programming language, including C, PERL, Java, or Visual Basic.
CGI programs are the most common way for Web servers to interact dynamically with
users. Many HTML pages that contain forms, for example, use a CGI program to process
the form's data once it is submitted. Another increasingly common way to provide dynamic
feedback for Web users is to include scripts or programs that run on the user's machine
rather than on the Web server. These programs can be Java applets, Java scripts, or
ActiveX controls. These technologies are known collectively as client-side solutions, while
the use of CGI is a server-side solution because the processing occurs on the Web server.
One problem with CGI is that each time a CGI script is executed, a new process is started.
For busy Web sites, this can slow down the server noticeably. A more efficient solution,
but one that it is also more difficult to implement, is to use the server's API, such as ISAPI
or NSAPI. Another increasingly popular solution is to use Java servlets
([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

CISR Centre for Information Systems Research at MIT
CPAN Comprehensive Perl Archive Network; Archive for PERL modules.
CSI A Standard for MUPID
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CSS Cascading Style Sheets; HTML extension to control the style and content of a
presentation.
Short for Cascading Style Sheets, a new feature being added to HTML that gives both Web site

developers and users more control over how pages are displayed. With CSS, designers and
users can create style sheets that define how different elements, such as headers and links,
appear. These style sheets can then be applied to any Web page.  The term cascading
derives from the fact that multiple style sheets can be applied to the same Web page. CSS
was developed by the W3C. The specification is still evolving and is not fully supported by
any current Web browsers. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

DHTML Dynamic HTML

Refers to Web content that changes each time it is viewed. For example, the same URL could
result in a different page depending on any number of parameters, such as: Geographic
location of the reader / Time of day / Previous pages viewed by the reader /Profile of the
reader.There are many technologies for producing dynamic HTML, including CGI scripts,
Server-Side Includes (SSI), cookies, Java, JavaScript, and ActiveX.
 (2) When capitalised, Dynamic HTML refers to new HTML extensions that will enable a
Web page to react to user input without sending requests to the Web server. Microsoft and
Netscape have submitted competing Dynamic HTML proposals to W3C, which is
producing the final specification. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

DOM Document Object Model;
Short for Document Object Model, the specification for how objects in a Web page (e.g. text,

images, headers, links) are represented. The DOM defines what attributes are associated
with each object and how the objects and attributes can be manipulated. Dynamic HTML
(DHTML) relies on the DOM to dynamically change the appearance of Web pages after
they have been downloaded to a user's browser.  Unfortunately, the two leading browsers -
- Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer -- use different DOMs. This is one
reason why their respective implementations of DHTML are so different. Both companies
have submitted their DOMs to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for
standardisation, which now has the daunting task of specifying a standard DOM without
alienating either of the browser giants. The W3C's DOM specification will support both
HTML and XML. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

DOS Disk Operating System
DSO Data Source Object
DSSL Document Style Semantics and Specification Language. ISO-Standard

(ISO/IEC 10179). A Style sheet standard for SGML, but not supported by any
commercial application

DTD Document Type Definitions; defines the structure of a document and therefore
the meaning of single elements

DVD Digital Versatile Disc; successor of the compact disc (CD-ROM) with more
storage capability. No common standard until now. (E.g.: +RW by Philips
stores up to 3 GByte)

Short for digital versatile disc or digital video disc, a new type of CD-ROM that holds a
minimum of 4.7GB (gigabytes), enough for a full-length movie. Many experts believe that
DVD disks, called DVD-ROMs, will eventually replace CD-ROMs, as well as VHS
videocassettes and laser discs.  The DVD specification supports disks with capacities of
from 4.7GB to 17GB and access rates of 600 KBps to 1.3 MBps. One of the best features
of DVD drives is that they are backward compatible with CD-ROMs. This means that
DVD players can play old CD-ROMs, CD-I disks, and video CDs, as well as new DVD-
ROMs. Newer DVD players, called second-generation or DVD-2 drives, can also read
CD-R and CD-RW disks. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

FTP File Transfer Protocol
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GIF Graphics Interchange Format
Pronounced jiff or giff (hard g) stands for graphics interchange format, a bit-mapped graphics

file format used by the World Wide Web, CompuServe and many BBSs. GIF supports
colour and various resolutions. It also includes data compression, making it especially
effective for scanned photos. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

HM-Card Authoring System developed at IICM
HMI Hyperwave Meta Information.

Files with same name and the additional suffix ".hmi"  can contain information
useful when uploading files on an Hyperwave Information Server. (E.g.: To set
the attribute Collection Head)

HMS Hypermedia Systems; department of Joanneum Research
HTML HyperText Markup Language, (RFC 1866) a fixed set of DTD, a subset of

SGML; Language which marks up text by special keywords named “tags” for
presenting a document in browsers

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol
Hyper-G Former name for Hyperwave
IE5 Microsoft Internet Explorer Version 5.x; the browser used for developing all the

XML- and XSL-related components
IFZ Inter-University Research Center; German: „Interuniversitäres

Forschungszentrum für Technik, Arbeit und Kultur“
IICM Institute for Information processing and Computer supported new Media

(Technical University of Graz)
IIG Institute für Informationsverarbeitung Graz
ISO International Standardisation Organisation
IST Institute for Software Technology
JPG Image format defined by the Joint Picture Expert Group

Short for Joint Photographic Experts Group, and pronounced jay-peg. JPEG is a lossy
compression technique for colour images. Although it can reduce files sizes to about 5% of
their normal size, some detail is lost in the compression. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

MAPI Messaging Application Program(ming) Interface
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MIT/ LCS Massachusetts Institute of Technology Laboratory for Computer Science
MP3 Music Format; Extension for MPEG audio layer 3

Is the file extension for MPEG, audio layer 3. Layer 3 is one of three coding schemes (layer 1,
layer 2 and layer 3) for the compression of audio signals. Layer 3 uses perceptual audio
coding and psychoacoustics compression to remove all superfluous information (more
specifically, the redundant and irrelevant parts of a sound signal. The stuff the human ear
doesn't hear anyway). It also adds a MDCT (Modified Discrete Cosine Transform) that
implements a filter bank, increasing the frequency resolution 18 times higher than that of
layer 2.  The result in real terms is layer 3 shrinks the original sound data from a CD
(with a *bit rate of 1411.2 kilobits per one second of stereo music) by a factor of 12 (down
to 112-128kbps) without sacrificing sound quality.  *Bit rate denotes the average number
of bits that one second of audio data will consume.  Because MP3 files are small, they can
easily be transferred across the Internet. Controversy arises when copyrighted songs are
sold and distributed illegally off of Web sites. On the other hand, musicians may be able to
use this technology to distribute their own songs from their own Web sites to their
listeners, thus eliminating the need for record companies. Costs to the consumer would
decrease, and profits for the musicians would increase. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)
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MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group

Short for Moving Picture Experts Group, and pronounced m-peg, a working group of ISO. The
term also refers to the family of digital video compression standards and file formats
developed by the group. MPEG generally produces better-quality video than competing
formats, such as Video for Windows, Indeo and QuickTime. MPEG files can be decoded by
special hardware or by software. MPEG achieves high compression rate by storing only
the changes from one frame to another, instead of each entire frame. The video
information is then encoded using a technique called DCT. MPEG uses a type of lossy
compression, since some data is removed. But the diminishment of data is generally
imperceptible to the human eye. There are two major MPEG standards: MPEG-1 and
MPEG-2. The most common implementations of the MPEG-1 standard provide a video
resolution of 352-by-240 at 30 frames per second (fps). This produces video quality
slightly below the quality of conventional VCR videos.  A newer standard, MPEG-2, offers
resolutions of 720x480 and 1280x720 at 60 fps, with full CD-quality audio. This is
sufficient for all the major TV standards, including NTSC, and even HDTV. MPEG-2 is
used by DVD-ROMs. MPEG-2 can compress a 2-hour video into a few gigabytes. While
decompressing an MPEG-2 data stream requires only modest computing power, encoding
video in MPEG-2 format requires significantly more processing power.  The ISO
standards body is currently working on a new version of MPEG called MPEG-4 (there is
no MPEG-3). MPEG-4 will be based on the QuickTime file format. ([WWW_TheTech]-
Definition)

MUPID Mehrzweck Universell Programmierbarer Intelligenter Decoder
OCG Österreichische Computer Gesellschaft; The German name for Austrian

Computer Society
OEM Object Exchange Model
OSD Open Software Description Format
PAN Public Access Network; name of the videotext-system in Austria; before being

called A-Online, after being called BTX
PDF Portable Document Format (Adobe Systems)

Short for Portable Document Format, a file format developed by Adobe Systems. PDF captures
formatting information from a variety of desktop publishing applications, making it
possible to send formatted documents and have them appear on the recipient's monitor or
printer as they were intended. To view a file in PDF format, you need Adobe Acrobat
Reader, a free application distributed by Adobe Systems. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

PERL Practical Extraction and Report Language
(Open Source) Language to manipulate textual data. See
[WWW_PERL]-online or [Hajji1998]
Short for Practical Extraction and Report Language, PERL is a programming language

developed by Larry Wall, especially designed for processing text. Because of its strong text
processing abilities, PERL has become one of the most popular languages for writing CGI
scripts. PERL is an interpretive language, which makes it easy to build and test simple
programs. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

PGP Pretty Good Privacy – encryption Software
PM Project Manager
PNG Portable Network Graphic

Short for Portable Network Graphics, and pronounced ping, a new bit-mapped graphics format
similar to GIF. In fact, PNG was approved as a standard by the World Wide Web
consortium to replace GIF because GIF uses a patented data compression algorithm
called LZW. In contrast, PNG is completely patent- and license-free. The most recent
versions of Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer now support PNG.
([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)
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RFC Request for Comment
SET Secure Electronic Transaction - Standard; After three steps: 1.) Send signed

form to credit-card company (per snail-mail) 2.) Download digital wallet 3.)
Get four-digit SET-Code to enable the wallet.
On special SET enabled pages you can pay with the click of the mouse. (Each transaction

consists of four steps:  a) send signed and encrypted order to the company b) company
sends message to credit card-company c) credit card company guarantees identity of the
customer d) company gets money from the credit-card company)

SGML Standard Generalised Markup Language (ISO 8879)
Spam Spam mail. Large amount of advertisement – Mails send without being

requested by recipient.
TEI Text Encoding Initiative. A standard for linking Documents, 1994
TIFF Tagged Image File Format
TU Technical University (of Graz)
UI User Interface
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System; New emerging standard for

portable phones with transmission rates up to 2000Kbit
URI Universal Resource Identifier
URL Uniform Resource Locators (RFC 1738) by Internet Engineering Task Force

IETF, 1991
VF Hyperwave Virtual Folders; used for comfortable uploading of files onto a

Hyperwave Information Server (Extension to MS-Windows Explorer for drag-
n-drop uploading).

VTX Videotext
W3C World Wide Web Consortium
WAP Wireless Application Protocol; for GSM portable phones; transmits text only by

skipping bit-consuming data like images and video from the Web pages.
WBT Web Based Training. Tele learning offered by the IICM: “ GENTLE approach

to Web Based Training results in a system that provides an integrated
environment for both, students and trainers.”

WWW World Wide Web
XLink Built on top of Pointers. Language designed to allow implementations of links

between XML documents and resources. Provides syntax to set anchors and
links to even separate chars of a name in a document.60

XLL EXtensible Link Language for XML by the W3C based on HyTime and TEI
(See Xlink)

XML EXtensible Markup Language; XML based programming technology,
controlling presentation, style and content through the use of style sheets.

Short for eXtensible Markup Language, a new specification being developed by the W3C. XML
is a pared-down version of SGML, designed Especially for Web documents. It enables
designers to create their own customised tags to provide functionality not available with
HTML For example, XML supports links that point to multiple documents, as opposed to
HTML links, which can reference just one destination each.  Whether XML eventually
supplants HTML as the standard Web formatting specification depends a lot on whether it
is supported by future Web browsers. So far, the only major browser vendor to endorse
XML is Microsoft which has stated that XML will be supported in a future version of
Internet Explorer. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

XPL See Xpointer

                                                
60 Not supported by IE5 (October 1999).
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Xpointer See Xlink
XQL XML Query Language;
XSL EXtensible Style Language for XML by the W3C based on DSSSL and CSS

EXtensible Style Language: A specification for separating style from content when creating
HTML or XML pages. The specifications work much like templates, allowing designers to
apply single style documents to multiple pages. XSL is the second style specification to be
offered by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) (www.w3c.org) the first, called
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), is similar to XSL but does not include two major XSL's
innovations -- allowing developers to dictate the way Web pages are printed, and
specifications allowing one to transfer XML documents across different applications. W3C
released the first draft of XSL in August 1998, and promotes the specifications as helpful
to the Web's speed, accessibility, and maintenance. ([WWW_TheTech]-Definition)

Y2K Year two kilo; the year 2000

The meaning of approximately 4000 computer terms can be found at [WWW_TheTech]. The
TheTech glossary is comprehensive and the descriptions are complete and exact.
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7.2 Main Internet Resources
[WWW_Hyperwave] HYPERWAVE

URL www.hyperwave.de

Screenshot from 1999-09-01
Contents Homepage of the company selling the

Hyperwave hypermedia Web server
Documentation:
http://www.kmcafe.com/kmcafe/intro/
user
XML-Announcement

[WWW_IICM] IICM INSTITUTE for INFORMATION Processing and COMPUTER 
supported new MEDIA

URL www.iicm.edu

Screenshot from 1999-09-01
Contents Homepage of the Institute of

Information processing and Computer
supported new Media
[IICM_WBT ]
Web Based Training: GentleWBT:
http://wbt-2.iicm.edu/

[WWW_Microsoft] Microsoft

URL http://www.microsoft.com/

Screenshot from 1999-09-01
Contents Homepage of Billy

XML:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/xml
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[WWW_Netscape] Netscape

URL www.netscape.com

Screenshot from 1999-08-31
Contents Netscape the former browser

monopole
Plug-ins:
http://home.netscape.com/plugins/inde
x.html

[WWW_O'Reilly] Web Reference Library

URL http://www.oreilly.com/

Screenshot from 1999 09-30
Contents The electronic versions of CGI

Programming on the World Wide
Web, HTML: The Definitive
Guide, JavaScript: The Definitive
Guide, Programming Perl, and
WebMaster in a Nutshell

[WWW_PERL] PERL

URL www.perl.com

Screenshot from 1999-09-01
Contents Information about the programming

language PERL
(O’Reillys PERL page)
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[WWW_PERL_AS] PERL ActiveState

URL http://www.ActiveState.com/

Screenshot from 1999-09-01
Contents The company selling PERL-

Executables for windows

See also:
http://www.perl.com/

[WWW_SELFHTML] SelfHTML

URL http://www.netzwelt.com/selfhtml/

Screenshot from 1999-10-21
Contents Information about PERL, JavaScript,

HTML, CGI, CSS and Web site
design in general.

[WWW_TheTech] TheTech-Museum of Innovation

URL http://thetech.pcwebopedia.com/

Screenshot from 1999-09-30
Contents Provides a nice glossary of about 4000

computer terms

[WWW_W3C] W3C World Wide Web Consortium

URL http://www.w3.org/

Screenshot from 1999-09-02
Contents The normative institute of the World

Wide Web

XSL:
http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/
XML:
http://www.w3.org/XML/
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7.3 Further Web Sources (By Topic)
In table 7-16  some useful URLs are listed. They proved valuable in the course of the
development of MUCH.

XML/XSL related Sources
http://www.ucc.ie/xml/ Frequently Asked Questions about the eXtensible

Markup Language

http://www.iicm.edu/liberation/seminar
98/XML

Seminar Work by Johannes Feiner 1998, IICM,
TU-Graz, Austria

http://www.w3.org/XML/ World Wide Web Consortium

http://msdn.microsoft.com/xml Microsoft  Developers Network

Tools for Windows
http://www.adobe.com Adobe Page Mill – Best Web site composing tool

[WWW2_AltaVista] http://www.altavista.com
(http://altavista.software.digital.com/vcd
ownload/avsearch.asp)

Alta Vista offline CD-Rom search index generator

http://www.lview.com/ LView - Image Editor

[WWW2_Hypersnap] http://www.hyperionics.com Hypersnap - Screenshot Generator

http://www.winzip.com Winzip  – Archive Utility

[WWW2_EDITPAD] http://www.ping.be/jg/ Editpad – The Better Text pad

[WWW2_Hypersnap] http://www.hyperionics.com Hypersnap - Screenshot Generator

http://www.lview.com/ LView - Image Editor

Others Web Sources
http://www.pgpi.org/ Pretty Good Privacy Encryption Software

http://www.ad.or.at/dsg98/ Datenschutzgesetz (ARGE Daten)

http://wbt-
1.iicm.edu/hmcard/hmcard.htm

HMCard – Download Site

http://www.iicm.edu/vrwave VR-Wave (incl. Download possibility)

http://www.iicm.edu/produkte/it_prize HYPERWAVE wins main IT 1997 prize of the
European Commission (incl. film; AVI/MGP-
format)

http://www.apache.org/httpd.html The Apache Web server Download page

http://www.chemie.fu-berlin.de/cgi-
bin/acronym?PNG

Search for Acronyms

http://www.tu-
chemnitz.de/urz/netz/forms/dict.html

German-English Dictionary

http://www.netzwelt.com/selfhtml/ SELFHTML by Stefan Münz

http://www.iso.ch/ International Standardisation Organisation

Table 7-16 Further Web Sources
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